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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) is an alternative water supply strategy that uses an aquifer for
storage to increase water supply more cost effectively than traditional storage expansion strategies
(Pyne, 2005). Because of the potential benefits of increasing the available water supply in the region, the
Harris-Galveston Subsidence District (hereafter referred to as the District) sponsored a study to research
the potential occurrence of subsidence from using ASR as a water supply strategy in the Gulf Coast
Aquifer System.
Subsidence is the lowering of land surface elevation. Subsidence has occurred and had significant
consequences in the Houston region including contribution to flooding. The District was created by the
Texas Legislature in 1975 to regulate groundwater withdrawal from the Gulf Coast Aquifer to stop ongoing and prevent future subsidence. In the Districts’ region, subsidence is caused by the lowering of
groundwater levels in the aquifers (depressurization) and compaction of the many clay lenses in the
subsurface. Subsidence caused by the compaction of the generally shallow fresh-water portions of the
aquifer is well understood and documented.
ASR is the recharge of water into an aquifer through a groundwater well for future recovery from the
same recharge well or another well. Because ASR includes a period of pumping during recovery of the
stored water, it can potentially cause compaction and potential subsidence. Two types of ASR projects
were considered to estimate the potential for subsidence associated with the application of ASR in the
District: a project to provide industrial water supply during a drought of record (DOR) and a project to
provide for an annual municipal summer peaking water supply. The operational details of these two
hypothetical projects were conceptually developed and potential induced subsidence was simulated for
each project. To demonstrate the relative benefits of ASR, the predicted subsidence from each
simulated hypothetical ASR project was compared to the predicted subsidence that would occur
through the utilization of only groundwater pumping for the same water demand.
Subsidence was calculated using groundwater flow models developed using the United States Geological
Survey (USGS) groundwater code MODFLOW-NWT. Groundwater models are developed using published
computer programs (such as MODFLOW) to numerically represent the natural groundwater system,
simulate water levels in the aquifer, and estimate any subsidence that may result from water-level
decline. The MODLFOW code used for this study is the standard used in the hydrogeologic community
to predict compaction and subsidence and is the code that was used in the development of the District
2013 Regulatory Plan and the Houston Area Groundwater Model.
Model results from each hypothetical ASR project simulated confirmed that there is potential for
subsidence associated with the application of ASR in the Gulf Coast Aquifer System in the District. The
predicted subsidence associated with the ASR projects is generally greatest within 1,000 feet of the ASR
well(s).
This study provides insight into how an ASR project can be designed and operated to minimize
compaction and potential subsidence. Results show that ASR, when utilized for seasonal peaking, can
result in less subsidence while producing the same volume of groundwater. This study provides a basis
for future research on subsidence associated with ASR in the District and provides a framework for
consideration by the District for the potential regulation of ASR wells.
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Definition of ASR and Statement of Research Needs
ASR is a proven water supply strategy to increase the availability of either groundwater or surface water
through the storage of water in an aquifer using a well or wells. Just as surface water reservoirs are
routinely used to increase surface water
availability for the future, ASR uses an
aquifer to increase availability of either
stored surface water, groundwater or
reuse water. Like a surface reservoir, a
properly designed ASR project will define a
yield (storage volume) that the ASR
project will supply over some time
horizon. Figure 1 is a schematic of a
hypothetical ASR well showing the stored
water, often referred to as “the bubble,”
the buffer zone which represents a
volume of mixed recharge and native
aquifer groundwater and the target
storage volume which encompasses both
the bubble and the buffer zone.
An ASR project includes periods of
recharge and periods of recovery
Figure 1
Schematic of an ASR well at the end of recharge
(pumping). During recharge periods the
and prior to recovery showing the stored water
and the buffer zone.
water level at and near the well will rise
greater than it was prior to recharge.
During recovery periods the water level will fall below prior levels just as occurs in standard well
pumping. The duration of recharge and recovery periods can vary significantly depending upon the
volume of water stored and the needs of the project.
Historically, the Gulf Coast Aquifer System in the District had been the primary water source for the
region’s municipal, industrial, and agricultural water supply. The Chicot, Evangeline, and Jasper aquifers
are the three primary water bearing units of the aquifer system, with the Chicot being the shallowest
and the Jasper being the deepest. Extensive development of the Chicot and Evangeline aquifers in the
District has resulted in a historical lowering of aquifer water levels and resulting subsidence. Land
subsidence can contribute to infrastructure damage, coastal inundation, and inland flooding.
The District identified the need to study the potential for ASR as a viable water management strategy
because ASR has been considered by both industrial and municipal water supply users within the District
boundaries. The District Science and Research Plan (Turco, 2015) called for an assessment of the
potential subsidence neutral yield of an ASR project in the Gulf Coast Aquifer System within the District.
This desktop study evaluates the potential subsidence neutral yield of selected ASR project types and
provides insight that can support future management and potential regulation of ASR wells in the
District.
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Mechanisms of Subsidence and Relevance to ASR
The Gulf Coast Aquifer System is composed of a complex sequence of sands and clays. Compaction and
resulting subsidence in the Gulf Coast aquifer in the study area is caused by the reduction of the pore
pressure in the clay beds as a result of groundwater pumping. This decline in pressure in the aquifer
leads to a decrease in pore pressure within the numerous clay lenses, which then begin to compact. This
permanent compaction of the sediments, caused by groundwater withdrawal, is the largest contributor
to land subsidence throughout the region (Figure 2).

Figure 2

Mechanism of subsidence caused by water level declines induced by groundwater pumping
(Source: Kasmarek and others, 2016).

Subsidence is measured as a lowering of ground surface elevation and is the surface manifestation of
compaction occurring at depth. Compaction can be a slow process and the time it takes for compaction
to occur within a clay bed depends on several clay characteristics. Generally, the thickness of the clay
beds, the percentage of clay deposits relative to the total thickness of the aquifer, and the depth of
burial of the deposits determine the potential for compaction under groundwater withdrawal and risk
for subsidence.
There is potential for an ASR project to induce compaction and potentially contribute to subsidence in
the Gulf Coast Aquifer. A literature review was performed on ASR in subsidence prone aquifers and five
ASR case studies were reviewed for this study. The literature review showed that well-documented case
studies for Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) in subsidence prone aquifers outnumbered ASR case
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studies. There are limited publicly documented case studies of the impacts of ASR in subsidence-prone
aquifers. ASR case studies reviewed were the Las Vegas ASR and MAR project and the Antelope Valley,
California ASR cycle test performed by the USGS. In both cases subsidence occurred in the vicinity of the
ASR projects during their operation or testing.
The most significant finding from the case study review is that, in aquifers that have undergone
significant regional subsidence, such as the Gulf Coast Aquifer System in the District, subsidence rates
can increase again in response to additional pumping even when water levels remain above historical
minimums. This has been documented in several areas of California and has been observed in the
District in response to increased pumping during a regional drought in 2011. Therefore, maintaining
water levels above historical lows does not guarantee the cessation of subsidence. These facts
complicate the analysis of ASR projects impacts in aquifers that have experienced significant regional
subsidence such as the Gulf Coast Aquifer System in the District.

Hypothetical ASR Cases and Simulation of Resulting Compaction
The base case hypothetical ASR project considered in this study is a water supply strategy for industrial
water users to address the drought of record near Texas City. To develop the operational details for an
ASR project, an analysis of industrial water demand and availability during drought was performed for
industrial clients of the Gulf Coast Water Authority in Texas City. To investigate hydrogeologic variability
in Regulatory Area 1, two additional project locations were considered: one on Galveston Island
(downdip site) and one just southeast of Loop 610 in the area that comprises the Galena Park PRESS Site
(updip site) in the far northwest edge of Regulatory Area 1. As the study progressed, a municipal ASR
alternative water supply strategy to meet annual summer peak demands was added to the study. The
summer peaking case was also simulated at the three hypothetical locations used for the DOR case.
A numerical groundwater flow model was developed to estimate compaction associated with the
hypothetical ASR projects. The numerical model was developed using the United States Geological
Survey (USGS) code MODFLOW-NWT which supports the USGS subsidence (SUB) package. The SUB
package is the standard code used in the hydrogeologic community to predict compaction and
subsidence and is the code that was used in the development of other groundwater models in the area.
The water source for the hypothetical ASR projects simulated was assumed to be treated surface water
from Gulf Coast Water Authority’s Thomas S. Mackey Water Treatment Plant. An analysis of
geochemical compatibility of the source water with groundwater was performed based upon measured
groundwater quality data and inferred formation mineralogy. Results of the geochemical analysis
suggest that there could be potential for calcite precipitation which could reduce the ability of the
aquifer to store and transmit water. Additionally, there could be potential for other chemical reactions
as result of mixing the source water with groundwater which could mobilize arsenic and other metals,
increasing the total dissolved solids of the recovered water. Pre-recharge treatment of the injected
water and proper design of an ASR buffer zone can mitigate any potential water quality issues identified
in this study.
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Potential of Subsidence Induced by Compaction from ASR in the Chicot and
Evangeline Aquifers
Using the numerical groundwater flow model, compaction was simulated for the DOR case and the
summer peaking case at each of the three hypothetical sites. In addition, a simplified hypothetical ASR
model was developed simulating a single ASR well completed in one hydrogeologic unit to isolate how
various aquifer characteristics and ASR operational parameters can affect compaction.
Figure 3 plots predicted compaction versus time in the immediate vicinity of the well for the
hypothetical DOR case and the summer peaking case at the Texas City location. Figure 3 also plots
predicted compaction versus time for both sites from only production of an equal volume of
groundwater. The difference in predicted compaction between the two curves provides a measure of
the relative benefit of ASR over just groundwater pumping for an equal volume of groundwater. Model
simulations predict that up to 0.3 feet of aquifer compaction will occur as a result of the hypothetical
ASR projects analyzed as shown in Figure 3. At a radial distance of 1,000 feet from the ASR well(s),
predicted compaction ranged from 25 to 30% of predicted compaction in the immediate vicinity of the
ASR well(s). For both the DOR and summer peaking cases, ASR results in less compaction than
production with no recharge. For the hypothetical DOR case, the benefit of ASR versus only
groundwater production is 50% reduction in compaction after the first year of recovery, and
approximately 3% reduction in compaction at the end of a 5-year recovery period (Figure 3). In the
summer peaking case, the benefit of ASR versus only groundwater pumping is greater than 30%
reduction in compaction after 20 years of annual operation (Figure 3).
Future ASR projects would require a site-specific analysis of their potential benefits as compared to
traditional groundwater pumping based upon that project’s operational details and the detailed
hydrogeology at the site. However, generally, model simulation results suggest that ASR projects can
reduce the “effective drawdown” on the aquifer for a given groundwater yield and thus result in less
compaction and potential subsidence.
The simulations also provide evidence that an ASR project can be designed and operated to minimize
potential compaction. Simulations found that the key components of an ASR project to limit the
potential compaction are: (1) maximizing the well spacing; (2) decreasing the recovery rate(s); (3)
decreasing recovery duration prior to the next recharge cycle; and (4) targeting high transmissivity, low
clay content intervals as the storage formation(s).
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Figure 3

Compaction versus time for the DOR and summer peaking projects, comparing ASR simulations
(recharge and production) to simulations with only production.

Relevance and Potential Impact on Future Regulations
This study is the first District study of the potential for subsidence from the implementation of ASR. This
study provides new insight for how compaction may occur with the development of ASR in the Chicot
and Evangeline aquifers.
TCEQ has the sole regulatory authority to permit Class V ASR injection wells. However, the TCEQ does
not have primacy over the regulation of production from Class V ASR wells within the District. The
results of this study have led to the development of recommendations for future data and research
requirements for ASR projects in the District. Recommendations are based upon the need for data
collection and research to better understand aquifer performance and to better manage subsidence
risk. This study resulted in several recommendations that may be used in the development of future
District policies or form the basis for future District rules specific to ASR development within Harris and
Galveston Counties.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) is a popular alternative water supply strategy that provides a means
to store water and increase water supply more cost effectively than traditional storage expansion
strategies (Pyne, 2005) such as surface reservoirs. New surface reservoirs have become problematic to
permit. ASR is particularly well-suited for cases where surface water availability is variable. In that case,
conjunctive use of surface water and groundwater provides a proven means to increase supply and/or
secure a water right.
ASR has been associated with subsidence mitigation resulting from the regional increase in aquifer
water levels. Because of the combined potential benefits of increasing water supply and of mitigating
subsidence, the Harris-Galveston Subsidence District (District) has sponsored this study to research the
potential implications regarding subsidence from using ASR as a groundwater supply strategy in the
freshwater portions of the Gulf Coast Aquifer System. This report documents the study and provides
considerations to the District for development of their regulatory approach for ASR. This study provides
a foundation of research on ASR for the District and serves to inform future research.

1.1 Study Background and Objectives
This section introduces the concepts of ASR and defines the need and objectives of the study of risk of
subsidence as it relates to ASR implementation in the District.

1.1.1

Definition of ASR and the Concept of Subsidence Neutral Yield

ASR is a proven technology and is used as a water supply strategy to increase the availability of either
groundwater or surface water. Most water resource engineers are familiar with the concept of using
water supply reservoirs to store surface water in times of high availability for use in times of limited
availability. Similarly, ASR increases storage by using the subsurface as a reservoir. ASR uses the aquifer
to store excess water during times of plenty and recovers that water from the aquifer when it is needed.
Water that is stored will later be recovered through the pumping of the well through which the water
was or another close by well. Like a surface reservoir, a properly designed ASR project will define a yield
(storage volume) that the ASR project will supply over some time horizon. Because recharge water and
the native groundwater mix within an aquifer, geochemical reactions can occur. These reactions can
cause water quality changes and, under improper design and operation, reduce the aquifer’s
deliverability. Experience dictates that the initial ASR project recharge volume, termed the target
storage volume (TSV) by Pyne (2005), should be approximately two times the project storage volume.
This creates a buffer zone between the recharge water and the native groundwater and provides
stability in terms of produced water quality and aquifer performance. Figure 1-1 is a schematic of a
hypothetical ASR well showing the stored water, many times referred to as “the bubble,” the buffer
zone which represents a volume of mixed recharge and native aquifer groundwater and the TSV which
encompasses both the bubble and the buffer zone.
An ASR project includes periods of recharge and periods of recovery (pumping). Depending on the
application, the period between recharge and recovery can vary significantly. For example, if one were
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using ASR to supply groundwater in a drought, the storage volume and the recharge and recovery
periods could be large. In addition, the period between recharge and recovery could also be significant.
In contrast, if one were using ASR as a seasonal supply, the storage volume and the recharge and
recovery cycles could be relatively small and have an annual frequency or less.
In some projects, water is purposefully recharged to an aquifer specifically for environmental benefit,
with no intention of recovering that water. Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) is a system of intentional
recharge of aquifers for later recovery or for environmental protection and replaces the term “artificial
recharge” when groundwater quality protection is being considered (Dillon, 2005; Sheng and Zhao,
2015). Historically, MAR has been used world-wide for storm water control and potential reuse, water
quality control from saltwater intrusion, and subsidence mitigation. MAR and ASR have been used for
decades to mitigate subsidence in groundwater aquifers. Recharge systems have evolved from
mitigating geologic hazards related to groundwater pumping to a more proactive and powerful tool for
conjunctive management of water resources (American Society of Civil Engineers [ASCE], 2001; Pyne,
2005; Sheng 2005).
In Texas, ASR has a specific regulatory denotation. Specifically, ASR involves the injection of water into
an aquifer through a Class V injection well and then the retrieval of that water for beneficial use, as
needed. The Texas rules provide that ASR stored water could be produced from the Class V well through
which it was recharged or from another well.
In 2015, Legislation clarifying the statutes governing ASR in Texas was enacted through the passage of
House Bill-655 (HB-655). This legislation was significant in that it established the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality (TCEQ) as the sole regulatory authority for ASR in Texas. However, it is important
to note that Section 36.457 of the Texas Water Code states, “This subchapter does not affect the ability
to regulate groundwater as authorized under…(2) Chapter 8801, Special District Local Laws Code for the
Harris-Galveston Subsidence District.” The TCEQ has the sole authority to regulate Underground
Injection Wells within the District, which could include ASR wells. However, applicable statutes do allow
the District to regulate ASR in the District through the issuance of production permits.
In this study the term subsidence neutral yield, as it refers to an ASR project, is defined as the
percentage of the recharged storage volume recoverable from an ASR well without causing additional
subsidence. The application of subsidence neutral yield on an ASR project is a constraint that could
impact the project’s recoverability. In standard ASR design and research, the recoverability of stored
volume depends on factors such as operational details, aquifer stratification, native groundwater
quality, regional groundwater flow patterns, and regulatory requirements. These factors constrain the
project recovery percent. Similarly, the requirement that ASR be subsidence neutral constrains an ASR
project’s recoverability.

1.1.2

Statement of Research Needs and Objectives

Historically, the Gulf Coast Aquifer System in the District has been the primary water source for the
region’s municipal, industrial, and agricultural water supply. The Chicot, Evangeline, and Jasper aquifers
are the three primary water bearing units of the aquifer system, with the Chicot being the shallowest
and the Jasper being the deepest (Figure 1-2). Extensive development of the Chicot and Evangeline
aquifers in the District has resulted in a historical lowering of aquifer water levels and resulting
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subsidence. Land subsidence can contribute to infrastructure damage, coastal inundation, and inland
flooding.
In response to historical subsidence, the District has and continues to curtail groundwater use to
mitigate subsidence. In response, water levels have rebounded across much of the District. Even though
water levels have rebounded, they are still far below predevelopment levels in the Chicot and
Evangeline aquifers. With the need for alternative water supplies within the District, and with the
available storage capacity of the Chicot and Evangeline aquifers, water suppliers and users in the District
are considering potential ASR projects in the Chicot and Evangeline aquifers. Most recently, the Harris
County Flood Control District sponsored a study looking at the potential for (1) recharging flood water to
mitigate flooding, (2) increasing potable water supply, and (3) mitigating subsidence. The report, called
the Drainage Reuse Initiative Feasibility Study (Binkley and Barfield and others, 2018) looked primarily at
MAR but also looked at the application of ASR. The report provided recommendations that included
shallow recharge of stored flood water into the shallow Gulf Coast Aquifer System as well as in the
deeper portions of these formations that are well below fresh portions of the aquifer system (3,700 to
7,000 feet [ft] below ground surface [bgs]).
Because ASR is an attractive alternative water supply strategy and has been, and likely will be,
considered by both industrial and municipal water supply providers in the District boundaries, the
District has identified the need for study of ASR and its potential impacts on subsidence in the District.
The District Science and Research Plan (Turco, 2015) called for an assessment of the potential
subsidence neutral yield of an ASR project in the Gulf Coast Aquifer System within the District. The
objectives of this study are to:
▪
▪
▪

Estimate the time-dependent subsidence-neutral yield of a typical ASR project;
Estimate the potential impact of water quality of an ASR project on native groundwater quality
in the immediate vicinity of the ASR project; and to
Develop a foundational knowledge base from which the District can evaluate ASR projects and
that will inform regulation if the District Board so chooses.

In the project Kickoff Meeting, the project area of interest was narrowed to Regulatory Area 1
(Figure 1-3). In Regulatory Area 1, the 2011 drought caused surface water scarcity and a resulting
increased need for groundwater production typical of droughts. However, the 2011 drought also raised
concerns regarding the vulnerability and long-term viability of the surface water resources of the Brazos
River in Regulatory Area 1. This is of importance for the District and for those in Regulatory Area 1 who
rely on Brazos River surface water for 90 percent (%) of their total water demand (Turco, 2015).
Industrial water users in Regulatory Area 1 have shown interest in ASR as a conjunctive water supply
strategy, and Texas City studied the efficacy of ASR. As a result, the ASR base case project has been
defined to be a drought of record (DOR) supply for industrial water users in Regulatory Area 1. During
the project implementation, it was suggested that the study also consider a municipal water supply ASR
strategy based upon meeting an annual summer peaking demand. This case was also considered in this
report.
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Figure 1-1

Elevation schematic of an ASR well at the end of recharge and prior to recovery showing the
stored water and the buffer zone in relation to native groundwater (after the Texas Water
Development Board; Pyne, 2005)

Figure 1-2

Geologic and hydrogeologic units of the Gulf Coast Aquifer System (modified from Baker, 1979)
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Figure 1-3

Base map of the study area delineated by the District Regulatory Area 1 boundaries
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2.0

AQUIFER COMPACTION AND SUBSIDENCE

This section introduces the concepts of compaction and subsidence and discusses the underlying
properties and relationships used to characterize and predict subsurface compaction in the Gulf Coast
Aquifer System. The section also provides a summary of the base-case compaction parameters used in
this study, which are taken from Kelley and others (2018).

2.1

Introduction to Compaction and Subsidence

Jacob (1940) concluded that, when a confined aquifer is pumped, pressure decreases, and the
compression of the aquifer matrix causes groundwater to be derived from the expansion of water. Jacob
(1940) also concluded that most of the groundwater released from storage from aquifer compression
was derived from fine-grained deposits (clays) within and surrounding the aquifer matrix. These finegrained deposits are orders of magnitude more susceptible to compression than sands (Freeze and
Cherry, 1979; Domenico and Schwartz, 1990). The fine-grained materials are generally referred to as
interbeds or aquitards. If pumping is significant, and the aquifer interbeds or aquitards are underconsolidated, then irreversible compaction of the interbeds can occur.
When subsurface compaction occurs, this decrease in interbed thickness may propagate upward and
result in the lowering of the land surface, which is termed “land subsidence.” Figure 2-1 shows the
mechanism of compaction caused by a reduction in the aquifer pore-fluid pressure from groundwater
withdrawal (Galloway and others, 1999; Kasmarek and others, 2016). The figure shows the thickness of
the clayey aquifer before and after pumping. Before and after pumping, the total stress, or geostatic
pressure, on the aquifer is the same.
In response to the reduction of pore-fluid pressure in the interstitial pores by pumping, the effective
stress on the clay particles in the clay interbeds is increased by the same amount that that pore-fluid
pressure decreases. For both situations, before and after pumping, the total stress on the clayey aquifer
from above is balanced by the pore-fluid pressure and effective stress on the clay particles in the clayey
aquifer. The increase in the effective stress on the clay particles caused by the depressurization of
groundwater in the aquifer causes the clay grains to reorient and shift position, which leads to
consolidation of the aquifer (Galloway and others, 1999; Kasmarek and others, 2016).
Figure 2-1 shows a simplified version of reality, with all the subsurface compaction manifesting as
subsidence at land surface. Subsidence measured at the ground surface may be attenuated compared to
compaction occurring at depth, depending on the depth at which compaction occurs, the area over
which compaction occurs, and the geomechanical characteristics of the overlying sediments (Geertsma,
1973).

2.2

Properties that Govern Compaction

In this subsection, we first discuss the physical process of one-dimensional compaction, which quantifies
the ultimate compaction that will occur under steady-state conditions, and describe the key properties
underlying this process. Second, we discuss the process of delayed compaction, and which properties
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can govern the rate at which compaction occurs. Finally, we discuss the concept of preconsolidation
stress, which determines the stress conditions under which compaction will begin to occur.

2.2.1

Ultimate Compaction: Overall Bed Thickness and Compressibility

Terzaghi (1925; Terzaghi and Peck, 1967) developed the theory for one-dimensional consolidation of
clays that has served as the basis for the mathematical equations describing most practical soil
mechanics and land subsidence problems for the past half century. This theory is commonly used to
estimate the magnitude and rate of settlement or compaction that will occur in aquifers under a given
change in load (stress). The change in load can be caused by adding weight on the ground, such as the
construction of a large building, or by reducing fluid pore-pressure in an aquifer, such as by pumping
groundwater.
In developing his consolidation theory in 1925, Terzaghi introduced the basic principle of effective
stress, 𝜎 ′ , which is defined as:
𝜎′ = 𝜎 − 𝑃

(Equation 2-1)

where:
𝜎 ′ = effective stress or intergranular stress (effective stress, or pressure, at the grain-to-grain
contact points in a deposit)
𝜎 = total stress on the deposit (geostatic pressure on the deposit caused by the weight of the
overlying water and subsurface material above a deposit)
𝑃 = pore-fluid pressure (hydraulic head in the interstitial pores of a deposit)
In a confined aquifer system, the change in effective stress at any point in an aquifer is equivalent to the
change in pore-fluid pressure (Poland and Davis, 1969).
𝑑𝜎 ′ = 𝑑𝑃

(Equation 2-2)

The change in aquifer level is directly related to this change in pore-fluid pressure:
∆ ℎ = 𝑑𝑃 / ρ 𝑔

(Equation 2-3)

where:
𝜌
= water fluid density
𝑔
= gravitational constant
∆ ℎ = change in hydraulic head
𝑑 = delta operator
In a confined system, under assumptions that incremental changes in effective stress are small,
compaction can be related directly to this change in hydraulic head:
∆𝑏 = ∆ℎ𝑏𝑆𝑠

(Equation 2-4)

where:
∆𝑏 = change in thickness of sediment layer (compaction)
𝑏 = overall thickness of sediment layer
Ss = specific storage
The key properties that drive ultimate compaction are the change in stress (drawdown), the overall
thickness of the fine-grained sediments, and the specific storage. Because nearly all compaction occurs
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in the clay beds, this study focuses on parameterizing the overall thickness and specific storage of the
clay beds.

2.2.2

Rate of Compaction: Individual Clay Bed Thickness and Vertical Conductivity

Compaction occurs due to the change in pore pressure in the clay beds in an aquifer. The change in
stress originates where the water is withdrawn (mostly the sand layers). It takes time for the pressure
change in the sands to propagate into the clays to the point where the pressure in the clays has
equilibrated with the sands and compaction ceases.
Figure 2-2, reproduced from Leake and Prudic (1991) and Hoffman and others (2003), illustrates this
concept. Figure 2-2A shows a clay-rich interbed that lies between two layers of aquifer sediments (more
coarse-grained sediments). When pressure decreases in the aquifer due to pumping, water will move
from the interbed’s center to the aquifer. The pressure in the interbed where it interfaces with the
aquifer will change immediately, and compaction will begin. As more water moves from the interbed’s
center, the change in pressure propagates towards the center, and compaction occurs deeper in the
interior of the interbed. Figure 2-2B shows the effect of this delay, as compaction occurs fastest when
the pressure change first occurs, but then the rate of compaction slows as compaction nears its ultimate
compaction value.
The time constant 𝜏0 , at which about 93% of the ultimate compaction will occur, can be expressed as
(Hoffman and others, 2003):
2

𝜏0 =

𝑏
( 0) 𝑆𝑠
2

𝐾𝑣

(Equation 2-5)

where
b0 = the thickness of the clay interbed
Ss = the specific storage of the clay interbed
Kv = the vertical conductivity of the clay interbed
So, while the specific storage is important to both the ultimate compaction (Equation 2-5) and the rate
at which compaction occurs, the rate is also governed by the thickness and vertical hydraulic
conductivity of the individual clay interbeds.

2.2.3

Stress at Which Compaction Begins: Drawdown at Preconsolidation Stress

An aquifer has typically experienced many different effective stress states since initial deposition
because of changes in the depth of burial and in water levels within the aquifer. Preconsolidation stress
is the maximum effective stress that an aquifer has sustained in the past. An aquifer may be currently
experiencing this maximum effective stress, in which case it is termed “normally consolidated.” If the
current stress is less than the preconsolidation stress, then the aquifer is termed “overconsolidated.” An
overconsolidated aquifer can experience additional stress (drawdown) without compaction occurring
because the clays in the aquifer have previously compacted under a higher effective stress regime. This
assumes that the clays reached ultimate compaction under the preconsolidation stress.
If effective stress is less than preconsolidation stress, then changes in stress will result in elastic
(reversible) compression of both the sands and clays in the aquifer. When effective stress exceeds the
preconsolidation stress, the clays in the aquifer will begin to experience inelastic (irreversible)
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compression. For both elastic and inelastic compression, Equation 2-4 can be applied, but the specific
storage (Ss) is different depending on whether the compression is elastic or inelastic. The elastic specific
storage is typically much smaller than the inelastic specific storage.
As discussed previously, a change in water level (drawdown) is equal to a change in effective stress. The
drawdown that creates an effective stress condition that is equal to the preconsolidation stress is called
the “drawdown at preconsolidation stress.” When current drawdown in an aquifer is less than the
drawdown at preconsolidation stress, then the elastic specific storage will apply. When current
drawdown exceeds the drawdown at preconsolidation stress, then inelastic specific storage will apply,
and irreversible compaction will begin to occur (Hoffman and others, 2003).
Large complex aquifer systems like the Gulf Coast Aquifer System will reach a new state of consolidation
in a very complex manner. As stated in Section 2.2.2, the time it takes for compaction to occur is a
function of several clay bed properties that can be very heterogeneous in an aquifer. As a result, it could
take years or decades for the aquifer/aquitard clay beds to reach a consolidation state consistent with
the drawdown caused by groundwater development. As a result, the drawdown at preconsolidation
stress does not reset quickly or homogeneously in a complex sand and clay aquifer. Investigators have
traditionally used the drawdown at which subsidence begins to occur as the initial drawdown at
preconsolidation stress for an aquifer system (Holzer, 1981). Once subsidence in a large basin has been
initiated, the drawdown at preconsolidation stress at any time after development is uncertain.

2.3

Compaction Properties of Gulf Coast Aquifer System Clay Beds

In the previous subsection, we detailed the properties that were important for developing a conceptual
model of compaction in the Gulf Coast Aquifer. They are the specific storage, the thickness of clay beds,
the vertical hydraulic conductivity of the clays, and the drawdown at preconsolidation stress. In this
subsection, we provide the base-case parameters and their ranges used in the modeling in this report.
The compaction properties are derived from a more detailed review of the available literature and
laboratory studies documented in Kelley and others (2018).

2.3.1

Inelastic and Elastic Specific Storage

Specific storage is not directly measured in a laboratory but can be related to porosity and
compressibility, which can be measured in core samples. In Kelley and others (2018) laboratory core
data collected in the Houston area were analyzed to estimate clay porosity and the compressibility
coefficient as a function of effective depth of burial. These estimates were used to calculate inelastic
specific storage as a function of depth below ground surface, which was used to define a base case
estimate. In addition, parameter ranges were also established as one half an order of magnitude each
direction (factors of 0.3 and 3.0, respectively). The base case value and the high and low range values of
inelastic specific storage are summarized for a range of depths of burial from 100 to 3,000 ft in
Table 2-1. The calculated inelastic specific storage values were used to define the elastic specific storage
of the clays. The elastic specific storage estimates were calculated by dividing the inelastic specific
storage by a factor of 100. A factor of 100 is based on results presented by Holzer (1981) and Kasmarek
(2013) for the Texas Gulf Coast Aquifer System near Houston, Texas. Elastic compression is generally a
linear process while inelastic compression is non-linear. The relationship between elastic and inelastic
specific storage is worthy of future study in the study area.
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2.3.2

Thickness of the Clay Beds

Young and others (2017) included a detailed lithologic analysis of 294 geophysical logs in the study area.
Each log has the sand and clay intervals identified for the formations that comprise the Gulf Coast
Aquifer System. The variation in the number and thickness of clay beds has been estimated at each log
location. Figure 2-3 shows a histogram of the clay bed thicknesses in the study area, grouped by aquifer.
The average clay bed thickness increases with depth of aquifer, with 5% of Jasper Aquifer clay beds
being greater than 160 ft thick as compared to <1% of the beds in the Chicot Aquifer. The 294
geophysical logs with lithology data are used to characterize local clay bed counts and thicknesses at
across the study area.
This ASR study focuses on Regulatory Area 1. To better define the general trends in clay bed statistics in
Regulatory Area 1, we analyzed the geophysical logs reported in Young and others (2017) in just the
footprint of Regulatory Area 1 for clay bed characteristics including clay bed thickness, number of clay
beds identified, clay percent and total clay thickness. Table 2-2 provides both the arithmetic average
and the median of these four metrics for the six formations that comprise the Chicot and Evangeline
aquifers (see Figure 1-2). Because some geophysical logs do not cover all the formation, bias in the
statistics can occur. This type of bias is likely the most prevalent in the Beaumont and the Upper Lagarto
formations because logs are generally limited either in their shallow of deeper extents. A review of Table
2-2 shows that the formations comprising the Chicot Aquifer (Beaumont, Lissie and Willis formations)
have less clay content with less frequent, thinner clay beds as compared to the formations comprising
the Evangeline Aquifer (Upper Goliad, Lower Goliad and the Upper Lagarto formations). There is a
general trend of increasing total clay thickness as one moves from the Chicot to the Evangeline aquifer
formations. The total clay thickness for the Upper Lagarto (Lower Evangeline) is potentially
underestimated because of log coverage. The clay bed characteristics are important inputs for the
prediction of compaction.

2.3.3

Vertical Hydraulic Conductivity of Clays

In Kelley and others (2018), the vertical hydraulic conductivity for Gulf Coast Aquifer System clay beds
were reviewed for both core measurements collected by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) and
based upon calibrated estimates from PRESS models for 26 sites in Fort Bend, Harris, and Galveston
counties. PRESS Sites are locations where detailed calibration of subsidence has occurred using the
PRESS one-dimensional compaction model (Fugro Inc., 2013). Like the inelastic specific storage of clay
beds, the vertical hydraulic conductivity value for clay beds has been measured and modeled as a
parameter that is strongly dependent upon the depth of burial of the clay bed. A lower bound for
vertical hydraulic conductivity of clays was determined based upon the calibrated PRESS model values
(Fugro Inc., 2013). An upper bound was based upon analyses of core data performed by the USGS on
clays (Gabrysch and Bonnet, 1974). An average of the two is considered the best estimate.
Table 2-3 provides clay vertical hydraulic conductivity values for depths between 100 and 3,000 ft based
upon the data described above. The difference between the upper and lower bounds is about a factor of
10 at a depth of 100 ft; the difference decreases to a depth of 1,000 ft and diverges to greater than an
order of magnitude at depths greater than 1,000 ft. The vertical hydraulic conductivity of a clay bed does
not impact the potential total compaction that could occur but does impact the timing it takes for
compaction to occur.
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2.3.4

Drawdown at Preconsolidation Stress

Kelley and others (2018) developed a model for estimating drawdown at preconsolidation stress based
upon available consolidation testing on clay core performed by the USGS (Gabrysch and Bonnet, 1974;
1976a; 1976b). For each core consolidation test, the Casagrande method (Casagrande, 1936) was used
to estimate the preconsolidation stress (reported as equivalent freshwater head). In our conceptual
model, the drawdown amount that causes a transition from elastic compaction to inelastic compaction
(drawdown at preconsolidation stress) decreases as a function of depth. This means that, at shallow
depths, some amount of drawdown can occur under elastic conditions. At deeper depths, inelastic
compaction will occur immediately. The best estimate of drawdown at preconsolidation stress at ground
surface was assumed to be 75 ft, consistent with the average value used in the Houston Area
Groundwater Model (HAGM; Kasmarek, 2013). Drawdown at preconsolidation stress was
conceptualized to decrease linearly with depth until it reaches zero at 870 ft bgs. At depths greater than
870 ft, any drawdown would initiate inelastic consolidation. This is considered a conservative
assumption consistent with a regulatory perspective.
The relationship describing drawdown at preconsolidation stress described in Kelley and others (2018)
was defined to perform a risk assessment of subsidence potential from development of the brackish
Jasper Aquifer. The brackish Jasper Aquifer is largely undeveloped, meaning that the preconsolidation
state could be near equilibrium (static). In contrast, this study focuses on the shallower Chicot and
Evangeline aquifers where development and resulting drawdown have been significant and the current
preconsolidation state of the aquifers is likely currently not at steady-state. The drawdown and rebound
history that has occurred in Regulatory Area 1 and other areas of the District complicates estimation of
the preconsolidation stress at any potential ASR Project location. Subsection 2.3.4.1 will expand on this
concept based upon USGS water-level monitoring data.
2.3.4.1

Aquifer Head Trends in Regulatory Area 1 and Residual Compaction

The District was created in 1975 to provide for the regulation of groundwater withdrawal in the District
in order to end subsidence. The District has adopted four regulatory plans beginning in 1976. The initial
1976 Plan regulated pumping in all of Galveston County and much of southeastern Harris County in an
area referred to as the “Area of Concentrated Emphasis” where subsidence rates were high. This area
generally coincides with the Current Regulatory Area 1.
Prior to the late 1970s, water levels were falling very quickly in Regulatory Area 1 and subsidence rates
were very high. With the curtailment of groundwater pumping, water levels rebounded over 100 ft, and
subsidence rates were significantly mitigated. Figure 2-4 contours the maximum drawdown in the Chicot
Aquifer based upon the USGS monitoring data for the region. For most control points in Regulatory
Area 1, the maximum drawdown occurred in the 1970s, and water level rebound has subsequently
regionally occurred. Figure 2-5 contours the drawdown at the maximum rebounded water level, which
equals the historical minimum drawdown which has occurred in the aquifer. In all cases, this minimum
drawdown occurred after the maximum drawdown consistent with pumping curtailment associated
with the District’s regulatory program. Drawdowns in Regulatory Area 1 are anywhere from 50 to 125 ft,
relative to predevelopment water levels. In Regulatory Area 1, the maximum rebound water levels are
very recent, with water levels still rebounding over most of the area from their maximum drawdowns in
the late 1970s. Moving northwest in the District into Regulatory Area 3, the maximum drawdowns have
occurred in the last decade, with very little historical head rebound having occurred. In other words, in
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Regulatory Area 3, drawdown is the dominant trend in water levels. Not coincidentally, Regulatory
Area 3 is seeing the largest subsidence rates being measured in the District.
Similar maps were developed for the Evangeline Aquifer. Figure 2-6 contours the maximum drawdown
in the Evangeline Aquifer based upon the USGS monitoring data. Maximum drawdowns exceed 400 ft in
the northern part of Regulatory Area 1 to 250 ft or less in Galveston County. Again, maximum
drawdowns were observed in the 1970s in Regulatory Area 1, with rebounding water levels since that
time. Figure 2-7 contours the drawdown at the maximum rebounded water level, which equals the
historical minimum drawdown which has occurred in the aquifer. At maximum rebound, there is still
from 100 to 150 ft of drawdown in the Evangeline Aquifer in Regulatory Area 1.
These contour maps depict a similar trend in Regulatory Area 1 of water levels decreasing through the
1970s and rebounding after the 1970s, when the District Regulatory Plan implementation initiated the
process of curtailed pumping. While water levels started rebounding as far back as the late 1970s,
subsidence rates did not start to stabilize until the 1980s or, in some cases, the 1990s or later, decades
after water level rebound was significant (Kasmarek and others, 2016).
Pavelko (2000, 2004) and Ireland and others (1984) termed this condition “residual compaction,” which
is the continued compressive deformation of a formation even after heads have rebounded. When
assessing residual compaction at Edwards Air Force Base in Antelope Valley, California, Sneed and
Galloway (2000) concluded that it is likely caused both by the lingering effects of seasonal drawdown on
the aquifer system and the ongoing long-term effects of delayed yield from thick, slowly drained
aquitards still responding to large water-level declines between 1950 and 1975.
Residual compaction observed in the District is the result of continuing depressurization of fine-grained
sediments. One of the factors contributing to continued subsidence in Regulatory Area 1 after pumping
was curtailed is the fact that drawdown relative to predevelopment conditions still exists as can be seen
in Figures 2-4 and 2-6. Also, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, compaction is a slow process governed by the
propagation of pressure through clay interbeds (see Equation 2-5). It also takes time for compaction at
depth to manifest as subsidence measured at ground surface.
2.3.4.2

Theoretical Discussion of Drawdown at Preconsolidation Head

The fact that the compaction process duration varies has implications for defining the drawdown at
preconsolidation stress in an aquifer that has been developed with heads that have declined hundreds
of feet. The long-term, asymptotic reduction in subsidence that has been observed in Regulatory Area 1
reflects the slow re-equilibration of stress within aquifers as a result of changes in effective stress
caused by the observed water level drawdowns and subsequent rebounds. In modeling of subsidence,
one defines the initial preconsolidation stress. In the case of the USGS MODFLOW code, one defines the
drawdown at preconsolidation stress. Defining a current drawdown at preconsolidation stress in
Regulatory Area 1 or in any aquifer after significant compaction, is an uncertain task.
Recall that preconsolidation stress is defined as the maximum effective stress to which an aquifer has
historically been subjected. In a confined aquifer, under the assumptions of one-dimensional
compaction, the change in effective stress can be equated to a change in water level (Equation 2-3). In
the previous subsection, we have seen that heads in the Evangeline Aquifer in Regulatory Area 1 have
historically declined from 450 to 150 feet and have rebounded significantly, though not completely. If
the preconsolidation stress is the highest effective stress the aquifer has historically experienced, then
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how does the trend in historical water levels impact the preconsolidation stress? The following
discussion considers this question.
Compaction within a clay interbed occurs as the pressure in a clay decreases in response to decreased
water levels in the sand portions of the aquifer. If compaction was instantaneous, the drawdown at
preconsolidation stress would be approximately equal to the maximum observed drawdown. However,
Equation 2-5 shows that the pressure decline and the resulting compaction of a clay interbed takes time.
The amount of time is dependent upon the clay interbed vertical hydraulic conductivity, thickness and
specific storage.
These facts have implications for the conceptualization and parametrization of the drawdown at
preconsolidation head in predictive simulations in areas with a complex history of water level decline.
Figure 2-8 is a conceptual time series plot of drawdown at a well (left y-axis) and drawdown at
preconsolidation head for clay bed(s) (right y-axis) near a hypothetical Evangeline Aquifer well pumping
at an assumed depth of approximately 1,000 ft. Figure 2-8 assumes for sake of clarity that the initial
drawdown at preconsolidation head is equal to zero feet of drawdown. The x-axis is time in years. This
example assumes 400 ft of historical water level decline (drawdown) has occurred over a period of
30 years, followed by 200 ft of rebound over a period of 30 years. In Figure 2-8, the blue curve is
drawdown at the hypothetical well. The red curves are hypothetical traces of how clay interbed
drawdown at preconsolidation stress could vary over time based upon the properties of the clay
interbed.
There are 5 theoretical clay interbeds (denoted 1 through 5) considered in Figure 2-8. For Interbed 1, we
assume that the clay has an infinite hydraulic diffusivity so that the pressure in the clay will immediately
equal the pressure in the sand aquifer at any time. Under this assumption, the drawdown at
preconsolidation stress at any time will be exactly equal to the maximum drawdown (maximum
effective stress) that was observed at that location at any time. While the assumption of an infinite
hydraulic diffusivity is unrealistic, it provides a good end member analysis to consider. Assuming an
infinite clay interbed hydraulic diffusivity, a pumping or ASR project developed at this well would not
experience further subsidence if no more than 200 ft of drawdown were created. In this case, clays
would always respond elastically resulting in no irreversible compaction. In contrast, Interbed 5
(Figure 2-8) would represent a very thick clay bed with low vertical hydraulic conductivity and a low
specific storage. At time equal to 60 years for the Interbed 5 case, the drawdown at preconsolidation
stress would be 100 ft below the initial pre-project head. In this case, any additional drawdown would
result in inelastic compression of the clays and increased rates of compaction. Interbed 3 offers an
interesting example. For this case, the drawdown at preconsolidation stress is equal to 220 ft at the end
of 60 years. Theoretically, for Interbed 3 (Figure 2-8), one would have 20 feet of additional drawdown to
work with before the clays begin inelastic compression and clay compaction rates start increasing again.
This discussion demonstrates the uncertainty in predicting drawdown at preconsolidation stress of
interbeds after an aquifer has had significant subsidence. A real aquifer has clay interbeds of varying
thicknesses and properties that all equilibrate differently to a different effective stress, and therefore
drawdown at preconsolidation stress at any given time after development. This complex behavior has
been observed at extensometers in the District and has also been observed in several basins in California
undergoing subsidence.
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Because of the significant uncertainty in defining a bulk aquifer clay interbed drawdown at
preconsolidation stress after significant development, we have assumed that any additional drawdown
created by an ASR project will initiate inelastic compression. This assumption is regulatorily conservative
and consistent with the inherent uncertainty in the physical process being modeled. As this report will
discuss in later sections, this assumption does not mean that ASR is not a potentially important water
supply strategy for the region. This assumption does correctly define a primary uncertainty associated
with the ASR as well as any increase in pumping within the District.
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Table 2-1

Estimated inelastic specific storage of clay beds as a function of depth of burial
Clay Inelastic Specific Storage
(1/feet)

Depth
(ft)

Best Estimate

Low Estimate

High Estimate

100

3.50E-04

1.05E-04

1.05E-03

250

1.90E-04

5.70E-05

5.70E-04

500

1.10E-04

3.30E-05

3.30E-04

750

8.60E-05

2.58E-05

2.58E-04

1,000

7.00E-05

2.10E-05

2.10E-04

1,500

5.30E-05

1.59E-05

1.59E-04

2,000

4.30E-05

1.29E-05

1.29E-04

2,500

3.70E-05

1.11E-05

1.11E-04

3,000

3.30E-05

9.90E-06

9.90E-05

Table 2-2
Formation

Selected clay bed statistics from geophysical logs located in Regulatory Area 1
Clay Thickness (ft)
Average

Number of Clay
Beds

Median

Average

Median

Clay Percent
Average Median

Clay Bed Thickness
(ft)
Average

Median

Beaumont

161

178

8

8

0.29

0.29

22

21

Lissie

232

247

9

9

0.43

0.48

30

23

Willis

279

259

14

13

0.47

0.48

33

20

Upper Goliad 441

505

14

12

0.56

0.55

33

29

Lower Goliad 650

665

18

16

0.36

0.36

39

35

Upper
Lagarto(1)

402

12

12

0.24

0.24

42

34

1)

441

Statistics can be biased by percent of the formation sampled by the geophysical log
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Table 2-3
Depth
(ft)

Estimated vertical hydraulic conductivity of clay beds as a function of depth of burial
Vertical Hydraulic Conductivity
(feet/day)
Best Estimate

Low Estimate

High Estimate

100

4.29E-05

7.90E-06

7.80E-05

250

1.43E-05

5.39E-06

2.32E-05

500

6.08E-06

2.85E-06

9.30E-06

750

3.48E-06

1.51E-06

5.45E-06

1,000

2.26E-06

7.96E-07

3.72E-06

1,500

1.20E-06

2.23E-07

2.18E-06

2,000

7.76E-07

6.22E-08

1.49E-06

2,500

5.64E-07

1.74E-08

1.11E-06

3,000

4.39E-07

4.86E-09

8.72E-07
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Figure 2-1

Mechanism of subsidence caused by potentiometric surface (pore-fluid pressure) declines induced
from groundwater withdrawals in an aquifer composed of gravel, sand, silt and clay (Galloway and
others, 1999; Kasmarek and others, 2016)
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Figure 2-2

Illustration of the relationship between the aquifer layers and the clay-rich interbed layers (A) and
the resulting delay in ultimate compaction that occurs (B) due to the time required for water to drain
from the interbed and pressure to equilibrate between the aquifer and the interbed layers (Hoffman
and others, 2003)
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Figure 2-3

Distribution of clay bed thicknesses in the Gulf Coast Aquifer System based on geophysical log
analyses in the study area (after Kelley and others, 2018)
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Figure 2-4

Chicot Aquifer maximum historical drawdown (ft)
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Figure 2-5

Chicot Aquifer minimum historical drawdown (ft) recorded at historical maximum water level
rebound
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Figure 2-6

Evangeline Aquifer maximum historical drawdown (ft)
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Figure 2-7

Evangeline Aquifer minimum drawdown (ft) recorded at historical maximum water level rebound
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Figure 2-8

Conceptual diagram showing drawdown (ft) and drawdown at preconsolidation stress (ft) for an
aquifer that has experienced a period of extended drawdown by a period of extended rebound
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3.0

CASE STUDIES OF ASR AND MAR IN SUBSIDENCE PRONE
AQUIFERS

Land subsidence has occurred around the world from compaction of unconsolidated aquifer materials,
especially more compressible clay interbeds, in response to increased effective stress from groundwater
pumping. To control such subsidence, measures have been taken, including reduction of groundwater
pumping with alternative sources of water supplies such as surface water, reclaimed wastewater or
MAR to control groundwater level drawdowns and increase groundwater storage. To better understand
hydrological conditions of subsidence and effects of MAR and ASR in areas prone to land subsidence, we
have reviewed several case studies summarized in Table 3-1.
This section summarizes the review of documented ASR or MAR case studies in five subsidence prone
aquifers across the U.S. and in China. This review is not comprehensive, and there are many ASR
projects that have been tested or operated in subsidence prone aquifers that are not publicly
documented. Unlike ASR, MAR has well-documented case studies which are relevant to the District and
ASR and therefore are included in the case study review. MAR has been recognized as a strategy for the
mitigation of subsidence since the 1960s (Poland, 1984). Prior to the year 2000, MAR was generally
referred to as artificial recharge. We will use the term MAR in this report. MAR was specifically studied
by the USGS (Garza, 1977) in the 1970s as a strategy for the abatement of subsidence occurring in the
Johnson Space Flight Center area. The Harris County Flood Control District has performed a study which
considered MAR and ASR as possible technologies for recharging flood water to mitigate flooding and
potentially increase potable water supply and mitigate subsidence (Binkley and Barfield, 2018). The
section will conclude with observations that are relevant to the consideration of ASR in the District.

3.1 California, USA
California has several basins that have experienced compaction and resulting subsidence from historical
groundwater development. Areas to be discussed in this subsection include the San Juaquin portion of
the Central Valley, Santa Clara Valley and the Lancaster area of Antelope Valley. In many California
alluvial basins, subsidence from increasing use of groundwater has necessitated increased use of surface
water, curtailment of groundwater pumping and MAR. MAR has been used to mitigate subsidence and
increase storage.
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Table 3-1

Country

Case studies of land subsidence and mitigation measures
Location
Name

Maximum
Area of
Aquifer Type Subsidence, Subsidence,
m
km2

Time of
Identified
Principal Mitigation
Occurrence Measure*

Selected Principal References

USA

San Joaquin
Valley, CA

Basin and
Range basin-fill
aquifers

9

13,800

mid-1920

1,2,3

Faunt and others, 2015; Poland and others, 1975;
Galloway and others, 1999; Ireland 1984

USA

Santa Clara
Valley, CA

Basin and
Range basin-fill
aquifers

1.5

980

1912 to 1995

1,2,3

Galloway and others, 1999; Ingebritsen and Jones, 1999,
Poland and Ireland, 1988.

USA

Antelope
Valley, CA

Basin and
Range basin-fill
aquifers

2

2,435

1930-1992

1,2,3

McMillan 1973; Ikehara and Phillips 1994; Galloway and
others, 1999; Nishikawa and others, 2001; Hoffmann and
others, 2003; Leighton and Phillips 2003

USA

Las Vegas
Valley, NV

Basin and
Range basin-fill
aquifers

1,2,3

Maxey and Jameson 1948; Malmberg 1964; Mindling
1971; Harrill 1976; Holzer 1984; Bell and Price 1991;
Pavelko and others, 1999; Pavelko 2000; Pavelko and
others, 2006; Bell and others, 2008

China

Quaternary
Yangtze River deposits of
Delta,
fluvial, lake,
Shanghai
lagoon and
marine origins

1,2,3

Shanghai Hydrogeological Team, 1973; Shi and Bao,
1984; Yang and others, 2005; Zhang and others, 2015; Shi
and others, 2016

2

3.02

4,144

1,256

1935-2002

1921-2017

*Mitigation Measure: 1-Ground-water withdrawal has been reduced as a result of substituting imported or locally treated surface water; 2- Ground-water withdrawal has been
reduced by regulation; 3- Artificial recharge of ground water has been implemented.
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3.1.1

San Juaquin Valley

The San Juaquin Valley makes up the western portion of the southern two thirds of the Central Valley in
California. The Central Valley Aquifer System is composed of fine-grained deposits over half of its
thickness in the valley (Faunt, 2009). Land subsidence resulting from aquifer pumping began in the
1920s and, by the 1970s, approximately one half of the valley had subsided more than a foot. In
localized areas, subsidence magnitudes of 29 ft had occurred by the 1980s (Ireland, 1986). In response
to subsidence, an extensive surface water delivery system was developed in the valley starting in the
1950s with the Delta-Mendota Canal followed by the California Aqueduct in the 1970s (Faunt and
Sneed, 2015). With the importation of surface water, groundwater pumping decreased significantly in
the valley with rebound of groundwater levels. Subsidence rates decreased and, in some areas of the
valley, active subsidence was stopped (Ireland, 1986).
It is important to note that ASR has not been applied in San Juaquin Valley to our knowledge. The
curtailment of pumping and the subsequent raising of water levels has been successful in mitigating
subsidence rates. Currently, there is significant interest in surface spreading of excess water in nonirrigation months. San Juaquin Valley is included as a case study because of valley’s documented record
of subsidence with fluctuating water levels which is relevant to ASR.
Historically, droughts in the San Juaquin Valley have generally resulted in decreased availability of
surface water and increased groundwater pumping. During the droughts of 1976 to 1977 and 1987 to
1992, groundwater pumping increased, groundwater levels reversed their upward trends, and
subsidence began again. Swanson (1998) documented this re-occurrence of subsidence in his 1998
publication on land subsidence in the San Joaquin Valley. Figure 3-1 plots depth to water and
compaction measured near Cantua Creek in the San Juaquin Valley (Swanson, 1998). Figure 3-1 shows
that water levels in the area recover from lows approximately 600 ft bgs in the 1960s to a high of nearly
250 ft bgs by 1987. Figure 3-1 also plots compaction. As the water levels rise (Figure 3-1), compaction
rates decrease until the 1970s drought when water levels drop to just below 500 ft bgs. During the
1970s drought, compaction restarts at a high rate. After the 1970s drought when water levels rebound
to approximately 400 ft bgs (Figure 3-1), compaction ceased. In the longer drought of the 1990s, water
levels again dropped from their historical high of approximately 250 ft bgs to approximately 475 ft bgs
after having rebounded to near 250 ft bgs from the late 1970s. With the falling water levels, compaction
again restarts in the drought only to cease when water levels rebound.
This is an interesting case study because it demonstrates the complexity of defining the drawdown at
preconsolidation stress (see Section 2.3.4.2) in a developed basin where subsidence has occurred. In
both the 1970s and 1990s, droughts the water level during the drought did not reach the historical low
but subsidence restarted. This indicates that the historical low water level did not redefine the
drawdown at preconsolidation stress in the fine-grained portions of the aquifer. During the 1990s
drought water levels did not reach the lows in the 1970s drought but compaction restarted. Subsidence
began again even though water levels in the 1990s drought were approximately 175 ft above the
historical low (50% of historical drawdown).
Subsidence is continuing today in the San Juaquin Valley because of large scale droughts occurring from
2007 through 2010 and from 2012 through 2015 (Faunt and Sneed, 2015). With the combined impacts
of land use change and surface water scarcity, groundwater pumping, and subsidence rates, have
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increased. The continued subsidence and its spatial variability has resulted in infrastructure problems as
the land slope has changed impacting water delivery and flood control infrastructure (Faunt and Sneed,
2015).

Figure 3-1

3.1.2

Groundwater levels recorded in well 16/15-34N4 and measured compaction at 16/15-34N1 near
Cantua Creek (from Swanson, 1998)

Santa Clara Valley

The summary provided regarding Santa Clara Valley is based upon the work of Galloway and others
(1999). Santa Clara Valley, more commonly referred to today as Silicon Valley, started subsiding in the
early 1900s with groundwater development (Galloway and others, 1999; Poland and Ireland, 1988). In
fact, the Santa Clara Valley was the first basin in the United States where land subsidence as a result of
groundwater development was recognized (Tolman and Poland, 1940). From the early 1900s through to
the mid-1940s, land use in the valley was predominated by irrigated agriculture. Post war growth in the
valley led to a transition from an agricultural landscape to an urban landscape of rapid growth.
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The subsidence in Santa Clara Valley was first documented in 1933 with the re-surveying of benchmarks
in San Jose originally established in 1912. These benchmarks subsided 4 ft between 1912 and 1933. In
response, the Santa Clara Valley Water Conservation District (now the Santa Clara Valley Water District)
built five storage dams to capture local stream flows. The objective was to increase focused recharge
through downstream releases. These measures did not mitigate falling water levels and further
subsidence in the 1950s and 1960s. In 1965, groundwater MAR was greatly enhanced through the
importation of surface water to the valley. Recharge ponds were implemented across the valley to
enhance recharge and increase water levels. By 1969, subsidence was all but halted with minor residual
compaction continuing. There are currently recharge basins at over 18 locations in the valley. To our
knowledge, there are no ASR wells.
Importation of water supplies, reductions in groundwater pumping, and MAR in the Santa Clara Valley
has been extremely successful at allowing continued growth in the region while arresting subsidence. It
is important to note that the Santa Clara Valley Water District maintains water levels well above their
historic lows to avoid the recurrence of subsidence. This is true in non-drought as well as drought
periods. The Santa Clara Valley case is another case study demonstrating that drawdown at
preconsolidation stress in a basin post development and post subsidence is poorly known. To address
this uncertainty, Santa Clara Valley Water District maintains water levels at all times well above historic
low water levels as a management principle (Borchers and Carpenter, 2014).

3.1.3

Antelope Valley

Antelope Valley is a triangular topographically closed basin about 50 miles north of Los Angeles in the
Mojave Desert. Historical groundwater development of the basin at annual rates in excess of recharge
has resulted in water levels falling as much as 200 ft and land subsidence measured as much as 6 ft
(Metzger and others, 2002). To mitigate these conditions, water was imported into the basin from
northern California as part of the State Water Project and the California Aqueduct. Even with surface
water importation, by the 1990s growth and demand had increased groundwater withdrawals renewing
concerns regarding subsidence.
Antelope Valley is of interest because it is the only publicly available data where an ASR cycle test has
been performed monitoring water levels as well as ground elevation. The USGS performed recharge and
recovery tests near Lancaster to evaluate the feasibility of artificially recharging the aquifers in that area.
Monitoring networks were developed to measure vertical deformation of the aquifer, groundwater
levels, changes in microgravity, land surface deformation and recharge and discharge chemistry and
rates (Metzger and others, 2002). Two production wells were used for the recovery tests. The aquifer is
subdivided by an upper, middle and lower aquifer. The ASR test wells were completed across the upper
and middle zones.
Three ASR cycles (injection, storage and recovery) were completed between September 1995 and
September 1998. Injection cycles were a minimum of five months and surrounding production wells
within two miles of the ASR wells were shut down during injection and recovery periods. There were
two production wells used for recharge and recovery. Recharge rates were relatively constant at 750 to
800 gallons per minute (gpm). Recharge periods were followed by a 2- to 4-week storage phase allowing
hydraulic conditions to equilibrate.
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Water levels were monitored in two nested piezometers located in the vicinity of the ASR wells. Each
piezometer nest had four monitored intervals at depths from 350 to 900 ft bgs. Figure 3-2, reproduced
from Metzger and others (2002), shows the measured depth to water in two deeper monitoring wells
(725 and 925 ft bgs). The gray shading shows the recharge periods and the resulting water level
increases, and the arrows point to the extraction cycles corresponding to water level drops. The
piezometer data generally show the same water level response with the magnitude of water level
change being a little less in the shallowest interval. The minimum (lowest) water level measured
between ASR cycles is slightly rising indicating an ambient rising water-level trend.
Two extensometers were installed within a mile of the ASR wells. One measured vertical deformation to
a depth of 700 ft bgs, and a deeper extensometer measured vertical deformation to a depth of
1,180 ft bgs. Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3 plot the data for these two extensometers during the three ASR
cycles. Figure 3-3 shows that the deformation history is complex in that, during the recharge cycle,
elastic deformation occurs as the aquifer expands. However, there appears to be inelastic deformation
occurring during extraction as the aquifer irreversibly compacts during each production cycle following
each recovery cycle. This behavior could be the result of several dynamics. First, there could be residual
compaction occurring in the basin unrelated to the ASR tests. Figure 3-2 shows that the average water
level across the testing period is not dropping on average and may be slightly increasing. Another
consideration is that the production wells in the vicinity of the test wells may have produced during the
test recovery cycle. The concept of pumping interference is counter to the fact that the water levels
show a slight increasing average water level trend. Theoretical calculations of multiple recharge and
recovery cycles (presented later in this report) reproduce the observed compaction behavior. That is,
with each ASR cycle, the clays compact a little more even though drawdown is consistent in each
recovery cycle. The test also shows that the magnitude of compaction diminishes with each cycle. This
also reproduces our theoretical calculations.
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Figure 3-2

Groundwater levels recorded in piezometers 7N/12W-27F5 and F8 (from Metzger and others,
2002)
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Figure 3-3

Vertical deformation measured at extensometers 7N/12W-27F9 and F10 (from Metzger and others,
2002)
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3.2 Las Vegas, Nevada
3.2.1

History of Land Subsidence in the Las Vegas Valley

Las Vegas Valley is a large structural depression in southern Nevada, bounded on the west by the Spring
Mountains, on the north by the Sheep and Las Vegas Ranges, and on the south and east by River Range
and Frenchman Mountain. It drains a 1,564-square-mile watershed southeastward through Las Vegas
Wash into Lake Mead. The valley floor is underlain by unconsolidated and partially consolidated deposits
of continental and lacustrine origin. Groundwater development quickly exceeded natural recharge and
caused groundwater level declines of up to 300 ft by 1990, resulting in land subsidence and earth
fissures (Bell and others, 2002; Pavelko and others, 1999; Sheng and others, 2003). In the 1980s, MAR
(artificial recharge wells and ASR wells) was implemented to control land subsidence and earth fissures
(Sheng and others, 2003). As result of reduced pumping and artificial recharge, elastic rebound (uplift)
has been observed in some areas while small rates of subsidence continue in other areas.
Land subsidence in Las Vegas Valley was first detected in 1935, when the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
established a first-order vertical-control network across the valley as a regional monitoring program to
document the effects of loading of water impounded in Lake Mead behind Hoover Dam. Land
subsidence was monitored as the entire network was releveled in 1940-41 and again in 1949-50,
extended and releveled in 1963, 1972, 1980, and 1986-87. The 1935-1950 releveling data indicated a
broad, shallow regional sinking of the Boulder Canyon area centered about 11.8 miles upstream of the
dam was found (Longwell, 1960) in response to Lake Mead impoundment. In the area of Las Vegas,
northwest of Hoover Dam, this depression was expressed as a southeastward tilt of about 4 to 5 inches.
Land subsidence due to groundwater withdrawal is superimposed on this broad regional depression
caused by Lake Mead. Maxey and Jameson (1948) first noted the relationship between subsidence and
groundwater withdrawals in the valley. The center of the valley had subsided as much as 3.2 ft by 1963
and by about 4.9 ft by 1980 (Bell, 1981a,b). A later assessment by Bell and Ramelli (1991) using 1986-87
data showed that subsidence has continued, and the location and rates of subsidence have remained
relatively constant at least since 1963. A broad regional subsidence bowl occupies the central portion of
Las Vegas Valley. Three localized subsidence bowls are superimposed on the broad pattern and are
located in the central (downtown), southern (Las Vegas Strip), and northwestern parts of the valley
(Figure 3-4). Based on the leveling history across the faults, Bell and others (1992) reported that fault
zones were preferred sites for localized, subsidence-induced, vertical differential movement. Fissures
have been observed in Las Vegas Valley since 1925 and documented in many reports (e.g., Mindling,
1971; Patt and Maxey, 1978; Mifflin and others, 1991). Recent Interferometric Synthetic-Aperture Radar
(InSAR) images provide better monitoring of the spatial distribution and evolution of the subsidence (up
to 6.6 ft) in the central Las Vegas Valley and uplifts in some areas resulting from a large-scale MAR
program (Bell and others, 2002; Hoffman and others, 2003; Zhang and Burbey, 2016). InSAR is a remote
sensing technique that can map ground deformation to the precision of an inch or less.
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Figure 3-4

3.2.2

Land subsidence in Las Vegas Valley (Bell and others, 2002)

Managed Aquifer Recharge and Aquifer Storage and Recovery

In 1988, Las Vegas Valley Water District employed MAR as one of their conjunctive water resources
management strategies aimed at storing water for future use (long-term and short-term peak water
demands), reversing declining groundwater levels and in turn controlling land subsidence (Johnson and
others, 1997). The source water is treated Colorado River water from the Southern Nevada Water
System (SNWS). A pilot project was conducted using an existing unused production well in 1987 to
assess the feasibility of MAR. A demonstration project with two wells in 1989 proved the geochemical
and mechanical viability of recharging through wells, setting the baseline for development of the
nation’s largest ASR program. Additional ASR wells were added thereafter. A total of 78 recharge wells
have been constructed in the valley. In addition, 46 of these wells are equipped for both recharge and
recovery and are therefore ASR wells as defined by Pyne (2005). In 2003, a recharge rate of 102.8 million
gallons per day (MGD) was achieved. By 2008, a gross total volume of 351,017 acre-feet (AF) was
recharged into the aquifer (Groundwater Geek, 2017).
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Water is recharged primarily during cooler months from October to May, when water demand is lowest,
thereby raising groundwater levels above typical winter conditions. Recently, continued MAR has
succeeded in raising groundwater levels in some local areas to the extent that they are generally higher
both at the beginning and end of the peak water demand (summer) season (Johnson and others, 1997;
Pavelko and others, 1999; Zhang and Burbey 2016). Groundwater level recovery after 1990s is shown in
Figure 3-5 in comparison with groundwater level declines prior to 1990s.

Figure 3-5

Water-level change in the principle aquifer (a) from predevelopment to 1990 based on water-level
measurements (from Burbey, 1995) and (b) from 1990 to 2005 based on water-level
measurements (from Zhang and Burbey 2016)

While water levels have rebounded from historical lows in the valley, a significant amount of land
subsidence from continued pumping and residual compaction will continue to occur at lower rates than
historical maximums. This occurs for at least two reasons. Despite ambitious efforts to artificially
recharge the aquifer system, net groundwater pumpage within the Las Vegas Valley still exceeds natural
recharge resulting in a net storage decrease over the long term (average regional water levels will
continue to decline). Also, residual compaction is occurring in the basin as water levels within the clays
equilibrate to the water levels in the aquifers. Riley (1969) predicted that the residual compaction in Las
Vegas may require years, decades, or even centuries to be realized. Present day conditions indicate that
minor rates of compaction still occur in areas of the Las Vegas Valley. Recent InSAR analysis has also
detected uplift attributed to the MAR and ASR program (Bell and others, 2002; Hoffman and others,
2003; Zhang and Burbey, 2016).
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Both uplift (elastic rebound) and slow subsidence have been documented in detailed head and
subsidence data collected near operating ASR wells at the Lorenzi Site in Las Vegas (Pavelko, 2000). The
data was collected from November 1994 through December 1999. The subsidence data was collected
from an extensometer (USGS-EXT1), which measured the compaction between 12 and 800 ft bgs. The
extensometer data exhibited thermal effects in the summer months when a temperature variation 55
degrees Fahrenheit (°F) occurred in the extensometer shed. There were also step-like changes in the
extensometer data, referred to as “stick-slips,” from release of frictional pressure (Pavelko, 2000). Water
levels were measured in three nested piezometers. The three piezometers were completed
corresponding to the shallow, middle and deep aquifers (USGS-PZS, -PZM and -PZD, respectively).
Pumping wells near the piezometers were generally pumped during the summer (May to September)
and recharged in the other months (Pavelko, 2000).
Figure 3-6 plots the nested piezometer data along with the extensometer data from the Lorenzi Site.
The water level data clearly show the recharge and discharge cycles from the nearby ASR wells. From
late 1994 through 1996, minimum water levels are decreasing while maximum annual water levels are
constant. In late 1997, recharge volumes were increased, and from 1997 through 1999, both annual
maximum and minimum water levels increased year to year.
A review of the extensometer data reflects a clear downward trend in the vertical deformation across
the entire period of record. In the deformation record, we see evidence of aquifer expansion during
recharge events followed by a measurable increase in subsidence during pumping. The rates of
subsidence are observed to be highest during the pumping cycles and smallest during the recharge
cycles. These observations are consistent with the data reviewed from Antelope Valley and is consistent
with ASR simulations discussed later in this report.
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Figure 3-6

Groundwater piezometer depth to water measurements and extensometer data from the Lorenzi
Site, Las Vegas, Nevada from November 1994 through December 1999 (from Pavelko, 2000)
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3.3 Shanghai, China
Shanghai is located on the Yangtze delta in the east of China on a topographically flat coastal plain with
an average elevation of approximately 13 ft above mean sea level (amsl). The aquifers are comprised of
Quaternary deposits of fluvial, lake, lagoon and marine origins (Zhang and others, 2015; Shi and others,
2016). The aquifer system consists mainly of medium-to-dense sands and sands with gravels. The
uppermost aquifer is an unconfined aquifer and the other five are confined aquifers (A1-A5 as shown in
Figure 3-7). Between those aquifers are confining aquitards which consist mainly of clay and silty clay.
The hydraulic conductivity of the confining clay units is much lower than the aquifers. Several of the clay
units are highly compressible and subject to compaction causing land subsidence (SGEAEB 2002, Zhang
and others, 2007 and, Zhang and others, 2015).

Figure 3-7

Shanghai conceptual hydrological profile (SGEAEB 2002; Zhang and others, 2015)

Groundwater use in Shanghai dates back to 1860 (Gong and others, 2009). Large-scale groundwater
development started in the 1950s, with the majority (80.5%) of the total pumping from the A2 and A3
confined aquifers (Figure 3-7), resulting in significant compaction of the shallow aquifers and forming a
subsidence bowl centered on downtown Shanghai (Gong and others, 2009). After 1966, pumping from
the A2 and A3 confined aquifers was restricted to control land subsidence, and pumping was focused on
the deeper (A4 and A5) confined aquifers (Wei, 2002). Land subsidence was first observed in Shanghai in
1921 (Xue and others, 2008; Gong and others, 2009; Zhang and others, 2007). Since 1921, in Shanghai,
the maximum observed subsidence has been 9.9 ft. There is a subsidence bowl in downtown Shanghai
with an impacted area of 485 square miles (mi2), with subsidence over 4.9 ft. The downtown subsidence
was largely caused by pumping from the A4 aquifer.
Several strategies were employed in the mid-1960s to control subsidence. These included reducing total
pumping volumes, moving pumping to deeper aquifers (primarily from the A2 aquifer to the deeper A4
aquifer) and starting a large-scale MAR program. Figure 3-8 plots the total pumped groundwater volume
and the total groundwater recharge volume in the basin by aquifer from 1958 through 2002 (Shi and
others, 2016). Both the pumping and recharge volumes are reported in (104) m3 consistent with the
literature source. To put that in perspective, the pumping peaked at approximately 162,000 AF from
1960 to 1963. The maximum recharge volume was approximately 24,000 AF in 1986. Between 1967 and
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2002 recharge volumes were always smaller than pumping volumes. However, after 2010, MAR volumes
exceed groundwater pumping (Zhang and others, 2015). The response to pumping and MAR in Shanghai
has been complex because pumping and MAR have occurred in several aquifers of vary magnitude over
time. Figure 3-8 also shows that the MAR is mostly recharged into the aquifers which are not being
pumped at the highest levels.

Figure 3-8

The history of groundwater pumping (a) and artificial recharge (b) from the confined aquifers in
Shanghai from 1958 to 2002 (Shi and others, 2016)

To examine the relationship between pumping, subsidence and MAR, we will focus on the area within
the major subsidence bowl in downtown.
Figure 3-9 plots net annual groundwater pumping and land subsidence rate (millimeters/year) from
1956 through 2002 (after Shi and others, 2016). There are 25.4 mm in an inch. Net annual pumping is
calculated by subtracting total pumping in the downtown area by the total volume of recharge from
MAR. A positive net pumping means that pumping exceeded MAR; a negative net pumping means that
MAR exceeds pumping. Based on observation of subsidence rates in the downtown area of Shanghai, its
history can be divided into five stages, as shown in Figure 3-9:
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Stage I – (1958-1961) rapid subsidence of 0.36 feet per year (ft/yr) without any control measure;
Stage II - (1962-65) reduced subsidence of 0.22 ft/yr from pumping reduction;
Stage III - (1966-71) slight rebound (-0.01 ft/yr) with beginning artificial recharge;
Stage IV – (1972-89) slight increase in subsidence at 0.11 ft/yr with more recharge than
pumping;
Stage V – (1990-2001) slow increase in subsidence at 0.05 ft/yr due to adjustment of pumping
and recharge rates within the vertical aquifers (Shi and others, 2016).

Figure 3-9

The relationship between land subsidence (positive value for compression and negative for
rebound) and net groundwater pumping (after Shi and others, 2016)

As summarized by Shi and others, (2016), the contribution of MAR to the land subsidence control was
significant during the time period MAR was ramping up to maximum rates (1966 – 83; Stages III and
Stage IV in Figure 3-10). However, it is interesting to note that, even after the late 1960s when net
pumping was negative (MAR greater than pumping), subsidence still occurs. This is likely because the
MAR was not occurring in the same aquifers where most of the pumping was occurring and also because
of residual compaction.
The recharge water used in the MAR program is treated surface water (tap water) containing chemical
constituents different from in the natural groundwater. As a result, the groundwater quality has been
affected by artificial recharge. In response to aquifer recharge, the concentrations of sodium, calcium,
magnesium, bicarbonate, chloride and TDS have decreased as groundwater salinity fell. However,
concentrations of sulfate, iron and manganese have increased. Concentrations of carbon and nitrogen
compounds have also increased. Water quality changes from recharge have been observed radially away
from the recharge wells at distances of up to 328 ft for single recharge well and 3,280 ft from the
centroid of a group of recharge wells. The influence of MAR on regional groundwater quality is relatively
localized to within a small area in Shanghai. To avoid clogging, pre-treatment of recharged water and
regular redevelopment has been required.
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3.4 Observations from the Case Study Review
There are several key observations from the case studies considered that are important to the study
subsidence in the District and the Gulf Coast Aquifer System. They will be summarized in bullets below:
▪
▪

▪

▪
▪

▪

▪

▪
▪

▪

There are few case studies in the public domain that have documented and analyzed the
impacts of ASR on subsidence;
Unlike ASR, MAR has many well documented case studies where it has been performed around
the world to mitigate subsidence. Because these case studies provide relevant information to
this study, MAR has been included in the case study review;
MAR has been recognized as a strategy for the mitigation of subsidence since the 1960s (Poland,
1984). MAR was specifically studied by the USGS (Garza, 1977) in the 1970s as a strategy for the
abatement of subsidence occurring in the Johnson Space Flight Center by the USGS (Garza,
1977). MAR has been implemented successfully across the globe reducing rates of subsidence
and in some cases ending subsidence;
The aquifers of interest within the District are not conducive to MAR from surface infiltration
because of shallow water tables, fine-grained sediments and low topographic gradient;
MAR has typically been implemented in groundwater basins which are also undergoing pumping
reduction. As a result, water levels are increasing both in response to MAR and to decreased
pumping. Therefore, their interrelated effects on subsidence in a basin should be evaluated
carefully;
The evidence shows that basins will continue to subside many years, if not decades, after water
levels have rebounded. Such continued subsidence is most likely the result of residual
compaction caused by lingering effects of seasonal drawdown on the aquifer system and the
ongoing long-term effects of delayed yield from thick drained aquitards. Pavelko (2000, 2004)
and Ireland and others (1984) define residual compaction as the continued subsidence of a
basin even after heads have rebounded;
In basins that have undergone significant regional subsidence because of water level declines,
the water levels rarely rebound to predevelopment levels after pumping reductions and MAR.
As a result, there is still a potential pressure gradient capable of slowly de-pressuring and
compacting clays long after water levels have rebounded. This is likely one of the contributors to
residual compaction;
In basins that have undergone significant regional subsidence, subsidence rates can increase
again even when water levels are far above historical minimums;
The most relevant case study found in the literature was an ASR cycle test performed in
Antelope Valley, California. The test was instrumented to monitor water levels, water chemistry
and ground elevation. The test observed a small amount of irreversible subsidence during the
ASR cycle test. What is uncertain is how much of that subsidence is the result of residual
compaction resulting from decades of water level decline versus the ASR cycle test;
ASR wells are the viable method for recharging the aquifers. Based upon experience including
those in Las Vegas and Shanghai, ASR wells need to be equipped with pumps capable of
providing high production rates for short time periods to backflush the screens and filter packs
to effectively manage clogging.
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4.0

BASELINE PROJECTS CONSIDERED FOR ANALYSIS

This section delineates the two types of hypothetical ASR projects considered in the analysis: a droughtof-record (DOR) ASR project developed for an industrial user in Regulatory Area 1; and a summer
peaking ASR project that was developed based upon a municipal user’s needs for extra water in the
summer. The details of these two projects are in no way representative of all the possible permutations
that could exist in an ASR project within the District. A strength of ASR is that it can be used in a
multitude of ways to increase or secure a water supply. However, the two projects have been developed
to be representative of possible projects in the District. The applicability of the results of this study to
the broader class of ASR projects will be discussed in Sections 7 and 8. Both baseline ASR projects
considered in this study will be described in the following subsections.

4.1 Drought of Record Project – Industrial Use
The first project considered was the type of project originally envisioned by the District when the scope
of work for this study was developed where ASR is used to address deficits in an industrial water supply
resulting from a prolonged drought. In the project Kickoff Meeting, the project area of interest for this
ASR project was narrowed to Regulatory Area 1, which has uncertainty regarding current firm water
supply during times of drought. Industrial water users in Regulatory Area 1 rely on surface water
supplies, primarily supplied by the Gulf Coast Water Authority (GCWA). Those that rely on the Brazos
River Basin and the San Jacinto River Basin to supply their surface water experienced water scarcity in
the 2011 drought. The concerns regarding Brazos River water vulnerability and availability in droughts
have some water users in Regulatory Area 1 showing interest in ASR as a conjunctive water supply
strategy to increase reliability of water supplies in times of drought. The base case DOR ASR project was
developed to be relevant to Regulatory Area 1 industrial users in the Texas City area. Appendix A
presents a detailed analysis of the demand and availability of water for the DOR project. The following
subsections will define the DOR project and summarize the key information from Appendix A.

4.1.1

Drought of Record Industrial User Project

Regulatory Area 1 is a highly-urbanized area on the west side of Galveston Bay, including all or portions
of the cities of Galveston, Texas City, League City, Pasadena, La Porte and Baytown. The industries within
the area that are a likely to implement ASR as a water management strategy are in the Texas City
Industrial Complex and along the Houston and Texas City Ship Channels.
In the Project Kickoff Meeting, it was determined that an ASR wellfield would be located in the general
area of the GCWA’s Thomas S. Mackey Water Treatment Plant (TMWTP) and the Texas City Industrial
Complex (see Figure 4-1). The most likely wellfield sites in this area are: at the TMWTP; at the GCWA’s
administration property; or near the industrial users (marked as the Texas City Industrial Complex on
Figure 4-1).
Treated water from the 49.7-MGD TMWTP would be the most likely source of water for ASR storage in
or near the Texas City Industrial Complex. The proximity of the TMWTP to the industrial complex
reduces the required infrastructure such as pump stations, and collection and distribution pipelines.
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The industrial ASR project approach would be to: (i) operate the TMWTP at its maximum sustainable
capacity to provide water available for storage; and (ii) store any treated water not required by GCWA’s
municipal customers in the Gulf Coast Aquifer at the ASR wellfield.
For purposes of this Project, the availability of water for ASR storage is a function of:
the raw water available under GCWA’s water rights; and
excess treated water available from the TMWTP after the demands of GCWA’s municipal
customers have been met.

Figure 4-1

4.1.2

General location of the base case DOR ASR Project for an industrial user – Texas City Industrial
Complex (from Appendix A)

Raw Water Available Under Gulf Coast Water Authority Water Rights

The 2016 Region H Water Plan documents that most of the municipal and manufacturing (industrial)
water supplied to Regulatory Area 1 is surface water supplied by the GCWA from the San Jacinto-Brazos
Intercoastal Basin (SJ-B) and the Brazos River Basin. The GCWA’s raw water supply is governed by run-ofriver Certificates of Adjudication (COAs) from the State of Texas through the TCEQ and stored water
contracts with the Brazos River Authority (BRA). For purposes of this study, the BRA contracts were not
considered because they provide a firm supply from storage in upstream reservoirs and are typically not
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subject to curtailment, even during a severe drought. Table 4-1 summarizes the COAs that can currently
be used to supply water to GCWA’s industrial customers in the study area and the authorized maximum
annual volume of water in acre-feet per year (AFY) for each certificate.
Table 4-1

Evaluated GCWA certificates of adjudication and authorized annual volume
Certificate No.

Authorized Annual
Volume (AFY)

Diversion Point

11-5169

Oyster Creek

12,000

11-5357

Chocolate Bayou

57,500

12-5171 SR

Brazos River

75,000

12-5171 JR

Brazos River

50,000

12-5168

Brazos River

99,932

Total

294,432

Run-of-river water rights like the GCWA COAs are subject to reduction during periods of drought. The
results of the TCEQ Water Availability Model (WAM) were reviewed to determine how much water
might be available to the GCWA’s industrial customers during a drought and how much water might be
required from ASR storage to make up the deficits. Table 4-2 documents the volume of water available
for the GCWA’s COAs during periods of drought and during more “normal” hydrologic conditions. As
shown in Table 4-2, in the worst year of the DOR, the COAs will be able to supply only 58% of the
authorized annual volume (a reduction of 42%), and, in the five worst years of the DOR, the availability
will be on average about 74% of the authorized annual amount (a reduction of 26%).
Table 4-2

Summary of water availability under GCWA COAs (in AF or AFY)
1940-1997

Diversion
Point
Maximum Mean Minimum
Volume Volume Volume

Certificate No.

1947-1957 (5-Year Low)
Percent of
Maximum

1947-1957
(4-Year Low)

Mean Percent of
Mean Volume
Volume Maximum

11-5169

Oyster Creek 12,000

10,533

0

0%

5,350

45%

6,687

11-5357

Chocolate
Bayou

57,500

46,099

15,930

28%

32,173

56%

36,234

12-5171 SR Brazos River 75,000

73,237

49,192

66%

58,193

78%

60,444

12-5171 JR

Brazos River 50,000

45,288

11,700

23%

22,746

45%

25,508

12-5168

Brazos River 99,932

99,775

94,943

95%

98,112

98%

98,904

294,432

274,932

171,765

216,575

227,777

100%

93%

58%

74%

77%

42%

26%

23%

Total
Percent of Max
Percent Reduction

In 2006, GCWA purchased the Chocolate Bayou Water Company (Juliff Canal System) and the associated
water right (COA 12-5322). That water right is not included in Table 4-1 or 4-2 because water diverted
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under that water right is not currently available for treatment at the TMWTP or use in the Texas City
Industrial Complex. GCWA is in the process of amending COA 5322 so that it can be used to supply water
in the Texas City area, but the provisions of such an amendment are not known at this time.
For purposes of evaluating the treated water available for storage in an ASR wellfield, we calculated the
difference between the TMWTP capacity (49.7 MGD) and the actual daily volume of water delivered
from the TMWTP. Based on the data provided by GCWA for the 2014-2016 period, the:
▪
▪
▪

Maximum daily treated water production was 42.9 million gallons (MG) (131.7 AF);
Minimum daily production was 10.8 MG (33.2 AF); and
Average daily production was 30.7 MGD (94.2 AF/day).

Therefore, the volume of water available for ASR storage, on a daily basis, during the period of record:
▪
▪

4.1.3

Ranges from 6.8 MG (20.8 AF) to 38.9 MG (119.3 AF); and
Averages 19.0 MGD (58.3 AF/day).

Water Demand from Drought of Record ASR Project

The DOR ASR project is assumed to supply an industrial user in the Texas City area. We reviewed the
water the GCWA water supply contracts with each of its industrial customers in the Texas City area.
Table 4-3 provides the contracted volume with each major industry in the Texas City area. The water is
delivered through GCWA’s Industrial Pump Station (IPS). A much smaller industrial user (ISP
Technologies/Ashland Chemical) is supplied directly from a GCWA terminal storage reservoir and is not
included in this analysis.
Table 4-3

GCWA major industrial customers and contract water volume for industries in the Texas City area
Contract Water
Supply Volume
(MGD)

Contract Water
Supply Volume
(AFY)

Percent of Total
Contracted Volume

Dow/Union Carbide Corporation

12.391

13,878

21%

Marathon-Galveston Bay Refinery

28.600

32,032

48%

Valero Refining Texas, LLP

6.510

7,291

11%

Marathon Petroleum, LLC (Texas City
Refinery)

4.000

4,480

7%

Eastman Chemical Company

8.542

9,567

14%

Total

60.043

67,248

100%

Industrial Customer

An estimate of the volume of water required from ASR storage to meet the total demand of the five
industries in the Texas City complex (listed in Table 4-3) during a repeat of the DOR was developed, with
the understanding that the hypothetical initial ASR wellfield might be conceptually “designed” with a
lower capacity and expanded in later phases. Estimates of the daily water demand (required from ASR
storage), were based on the actual industrial water supplied by the GCWA during Calendar Years (CYs)
2011 through 2016 compared to the reduction in raw water available from GCWA during periods of
drought, as shown in Table 4-2. CY 2011 was an extremely dry year and could be considered the worst
year of a five-year drought. To estimate the demand for ASR water during the worst year of a five-year
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drought, the water delivered to the five industries each day in 2011 was multiplied by 42%. Forty-two
percent is the modeled reduction in water availability in the worst years of the DOR and can be
considered the demand for stored water. For the remaining four years (CYs 2012 through 2016), the
actual daily delivered water was multiplied by 26% (see Table 4-2), and that deficit became the volume
of water required from ASR storage to meet the industries’ daily demands. Therefore, the demand for
ASR storage for industrial purposes equals the maximum cumulative deficit in supply from GCWA each
day during a simulated five-year drought.
The 2016 Region H Water Plan was reviewed to evaluate the potential future demand for industrial
customers supplied by the GCWA. The Regional Plan shows that GCWA’s industrial water demand in
Galveston County will only increase 3% over the 50 years between 2020 and 2070 (from 55,871 to
57,587 AFY). This may have been a reasonable assumption when the 2016 Region H Plan was developed
given the built-out conditions in the area. However, contrary to the plan, there has been information in
recent months signifying that industrial water demand may increase significantly due to new plants and
expansions. For this study, estimating future industrial water demand based on actual demand during
the 2011 through 2016 period is a reasonable approach.

4.1.4

Source Water Quality

The treated water quality data for the TMWTP was reviewed and summarized. Data were collected from
the GCWA’s Annual Water Quality Reports and through the TCEQ’s Drinking Water Watch database for
Public Water System Number TX0840153. All available data from 2002 through 2017 were reviewed.
Data for the treated water, distribution system, and combined filter effluent are summarized in
Tables 4-4 through 4-6, respectively. These data were used to look at geochemical compatibility at the
hypothetical industrial user site to provide insight into water quality issues that may need to be
considered in an ASR project in the Gulf Coast Aquifer System in Regulatory Area 1.
Additional parameters of interest to an ASR project, which were not included in the available data,
include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Total Suspended Solids
Color
Temperature
Dissolved Oxygen
Reduction-Oxidation Potential (Eh)
Total Silica
Non-Carbonate Hardness
Calcium Hardness
Phosphate
Ammonia
Hydrogen Sulfide
Carbon Dioxide
Total Halogenating Hydrocarbon
Specific Gravity or Fluid Density

A geochemical analysis has also been performed to investigate the compatibility of the industrial source
water identified for recharge with the Gulf Coast Aquifer System groundwater. The analysis was limited
to Chicot Aquifer groundwater samples from 152 wells located in the vicinity and within Regulatory
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Area 1 within a selected target area bounded by ten miles to the north, south, east and west of the
GCWA TMWTP. The discussion of this analysis can be found in Appendix B. The key conclusions from the
geochemical compatibility analysis are discussed in Subsection 4.1.5.
Table 4-4

Treated water (entry point) water quality results from 2002 through 2017
Parameter

Minimum

Average

Maximum

Total Alkalinity, mg/L

97

126

156

Total Dissolved Solids, mg/L

210

358

733

Conductivity, UMHO/cm

432

682

1386

Specific Conductance, mS/cm

328

559

1145

pH

6.9

7.3

7.5

Chloride, mg/L

39

85

275

Fluoride, mg/L

0.18

0.5

0.95

Sulfate, mg/L

33

58

122

Carbonate Alkalinity (as CO32-), mg/L

<1

<2

<2

Bicarbonate Alkalinity (as HCO31), mg/L

118

154

190

Calcium, mg/L

37

48.2

67.6

Magnesium, mg/L

6.95

10.5

17.4

Sodium, mg/L

36.6

60.4

163

Potassium, mg/L

4.54

5.13

5.85

Iron, mg/L

<.01

<0.1

<0.46

Aluminium, mg/L

<0.02

<0.03

<0.05

Copper, mg/L

0.0026

0.0149

0.0335

Manganese, mg/L

<0.001

<0.0036

<0.0127

Zinc, mg/L

0.0978

0.1356

0.224

Cadmium, mg/L

<0.001

<0.001

<0.0012

Selenium, mg/L

<0.003

<0.0034

<0.0066

Total Hardness (as CaCO3) mg/L

121

163

240

Nitrate, mg/L

0.09

0.63

1.48

Chloroform, µg/L

1

4.9

12

Bromodichloromethane, µg/L

1

9.9

16

Dibromochloromethane, µg/L

1

13.4

22

Bromoform, µg/L

.7

5.7

17

Total Trihalomethanes, µg/L

4

33.9

49.8
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Table 4-5

Distribution system water quality results from 2004 through 2016
Parameter

Minimum

Average

Maximum

Chloroform, µg/L

2.9

9.2

17.6

Bromodichloromethane, µg/L

11.2

16.7

23.1

Dibromochloromethane, µg/L

13.4

22.0

32.2

Bromoform, µg/L

1.8

8.1

27.4

Total Trihalomethanes, µg/L

39.5

56.0

75.3

Table 4-6

Combined filter effluent turbidity statistics (nephelometric turbidity units) from 2015 through 2017
Parameter

Highest Measured Turbidity

4.1.5

Minimum

Average

Maximum

0.07

0.19

0.90

Geochemical Compatibility of Source Water

The ASR source water, assumed to come from the TMWTP, was evaluated for water quality
compatibility with groundwater in the Chicot and Evangeline aquifers in Regulatory Area 1. A detailed
memorandum documenting this geochemical analysis is provided in Appendix B. Most of the
groundwater water quality data available was for the Chicot Aquifer. The groundwater water quality
data was collected from 152 locations in the Chicot Aquifer and three water quality data were analyzed
from the Jasper Aquifer up dip of Regulatory Area 1.
Thermodynamic equilibrium modeling was performed for a range of groundwater samples to examine
the range in observed pH, Eh, temperature and silica. Essentially, all well locations where groundwater
quality was collected and analyzed could be considered for ASR purposes. However, some are
geochemically more readily acceptable than others. There are too few water quality analyses in the
upper and lower Chicot Aquifer (Beaumont and Willis formations) to be considered representative.
However, there were adequate middle Chicot Aquifer (Lissie Formation) water quality analyses to
develop an understanding of the potential geochemical issues that could be encountered recharging
into the Chicot Aquifer.
The potential for calcite precipitation using system water from the TMWTP as the recharge source and
the potential for iron sulfide (pyrite) and iron carbonate (siderite) oxidation and dissolution are two of
the potential mineralogic problem issues identified by geochemical modeling. Calcite precipitation may
present a plugging problem while oxidation of pyrite may mobilize arsenic and metals and increase the
total dissolved solids (TDS) of the recovered water. These issues can be addressed through pre-recharge
treatment and through proper design of an ASR buffer zone.
Relatively few wells in Regulatory Area 1 have adequate data for the broad range of geochemical
constituents necessary to guide an equilibrium geochemical model analysis. Adequate water quality
data for wells in the Evangeline Aquifer is generally lacking in the study area because most wells in
Regulatory Area 1 are completed in the Chicot Aquifer. The absence of geochemical and geotechnical
data from continuous wireline cores is a significant constraint upon modeling and conceptual design of
an ASR wellfield. If an ASR program moves forward, an initial recommended task would be to obtain
cores and to construct test/monitor wells at a selected site. Analyses of the data collected from these
facilities would guide subsequent wellfield design and operation.
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Because the equilibrium geochemical modeling is limited by available water quality data and a lack of
physical or mineralogic data from cores and core analysis, our conclusions regarding potential issues are
strongly informed by experience at other ASR wellfields in unconsolidated aquifer systems. All potential
geochemical issues, described briefly in this section and in more detail in Appendix B, could be
addressed by proper characterization, analysis and engineering. These same water quality issues have
been dealt with in similar aquifers in coastal fluvial geologic settings with alternating layers of sands and
clays across the nation. Proper buffer zone delineation, formation and maintenance are key factors to
preventing the recovery of stored water containing increased concentrations of metals including arsenic.
In the Texas City test well, data provided to the District indicate that a slightly elevated concentration of
arsenic (14.8 micrograms per liter; µg/L) was present in the recovered water at the end of recovery
during a third cycle; however, the recovery volume was 151% of the recharge volume. Experience in
other states has demonstrated the viability of a simple approach to controlling arsenic concentrations in
the recovered water, which is to initially form and maintain a buffer zone around the well, typically
comprising about 30 to 50% of the TSV. This standard procedure was not implemented at Texas City.
Over-recovery of the small volumes of stored water during each cycle most likely contributed to the
slightly elevated arsenic concentration.

4.1.6

Baseline Project Conceptual Design

Recharge into the storage aquifer through the ASR wells would occur during winter months and other
times when excess capacity exists at the 49.7 MGD TMWTP, operated by the GCWA at Texas City. Water
produced at this treatment plant supplies municipalities in its service area, providing water meeting
drinking water quality standards. The industries recovering water from ASR storage may not need
treated water quality for process use. However, recharging with raw surface water can cause well
clogging and other problems. Recharging with water from the TMWTP increases the operational
efficiency of the ASR project.
Recovery of water stored in ASR wells would occur primarily during severe droughts, with durations up
to five years. A secondary objective could be to provide supplemental peak water supply capacity during
summer months each year. This would entail no additional capital investment but would entail storing
more water. Recovered water from ASR wells would not be expected to require re-treatment for
industrial process purposes. Recovery of stored water for municipal purposes would require restoration
of a disinfectant residual.
Based on data presented in a Freese & Nichols (2014) report entitled “Long Range Water Supply Study Detailed Evaluation of Selected Strategies,” peak potable water demand and projections for the TMWTP
are estimated at 1.40 times average demands. Treated water demand plus losses (unaccounted-for
water; conveyance losses, etc.) is expected to exceed the 49.7 MGD plant capacity, and the contracts for
potable water supply, by about 2045. A real project would refine these 2014 estimates. However, for
purposes of this study, it is reasonable to assume that excess supply and treatment capacity exists
during the winter months and non-peak periods.
Supplementing the Freese & Nichols (2014) report, daily treated water data (“produced water”) and
monthly summaries were reviewed for 2014-2016 for the TMWTP. Table 4-7 shows a summary of the
water use based upon treated water for each year.
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Table 4-7

Historic treated water production, TMWTP
Metric (MGD)

2014

2015

2016

Minimum Daly Treated

10.83

15.76

25.61

Average Day Treated

30.00

30.62

31.38

Peak Day Treated

40.80

42.91

40.51

For its purposes, this report assumed that a continuous supply of 5.0 MGD of recharge water (treated
drinking water) would be available for at least five years; initially to form the TSV, declining to at least
3 MGD during subsequent years to restore and maintain the TSV following summer peak demand
periods and droughts. ASR offers a versatile water supply strategy which could also be used to access (or
better take advantage of) the firm peak day capacity of the TMWTP.
The four industrial users being supplied by GCWA in the Texas City area currently combine for a total
contractual demand of 60 MGD. The worst year of the DOR defines the required capacity of the ASR
project. In the worst year of the DOR, there was a 42% reduction in supply which equates to 25 MGD
deficit. Assuming one of the industrial users is developing an ASR project, we assumed a deficit of about
5 MGD in the worst year of the DOR.
A detailed analysis of Brazos River daily flows, and daily treated water production records for the
TMWTP have not been conducted for this project. However, a similar analysis has previously been
conducted by members of the team for two other ASR feasibility studies in Texas, one for New Braunfels
Utilities and another for the City of Victoria. We used these detailed simulations as a proxy as to what
could be expected in a daily analysis of the ASR operation. Based upon the Victoria and New Braunfels
Utility (NBU) ASR simulation model analyses, a hypothetical five-year drought for Regulatory Area 1
might reasonably be characterized as having five, six, seven, eight and nine months of recovery from
ASR storage during each successive year of the drought, and with recharge for two months during the
first year, one month during the second year, and no recharge during the remaining three years. This
hypothetical drought water availability pattern was utilized to prepare a preliminary estimate of the TSV
for the hypothetical DOR ASR project.
From the above assumptions regarding project goals, the TSV for the ASR wells may be estimated. The
TSV is the sum of the Stored Water Volume that will be recovered to meet the ASR goals (5MGD), plus a
buffer zone volume that will stay in the aquifer to ensure acceptable water quality during a design
recovery period. The buffer zone volume is the first water recharged, separating the stored drinking
water that will be recovered (storage volume) water from the surrounding native groundwater.
Important considerations in determining the volume of the buffer zone are ambient groundwater
quality relative to the recharged water quality, ambient hydraulic gradients, and heterogeneity in
aquifer properties. An average buffer zone volume of 100% of the project storage volume is considered
reasonable for a storage zone containing brackish groundwater or formation materials potentially
containing arsenopyrite.
The volume of water in the buffer zone is a one-time addition of water to the ASR well. It is often
referred to as the walls on your imaginary tank holding the ASR storage volume. The water recharged to
develop the buffer zone is lost to the aquifer with the intention of not recovering that water at the ASR
well. It may take several years to achieve the TSV. During that time, the level of water supply reliability
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will steadily improve as the stored water volume steadily increases. Once the TSV has been achieved,
essentially all the subsequently stored water will be recoverable, but the Buffer Zone volume should not
be recovered. As a result, cumulative recovered water volume at an ASR well should always be less than
the stored water volume. That is, unless the buffer zone volume is recovered from the ASR well. If that
occurs, the operator of the ASR well takes on a greater risk of recovering water that does not meet
water quality requirements, whether elevated concentrations of TDS, arsenic or other metals. Blending
and/or re-treatment may then be necessary.
Based on the goal of achieving a firm supplemental supply with a recovery capacity of 5 MGD during a
five-year drought, the ASR recovery schedule is as follows:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

First year of drought: 5 months (152 days) at 5 MGD = 760 MG
Second year of drought: 6 months (182 days) at 5 MGD = 912 MG
Third year of drought: 7 months (213 days) at 5 MGD = 1,064 MG
Fourth year of drought: 8 months (243 days) at 5 MGD = 1,216 MG
Fifth year of drought: 9 months (274 days) at 5 MGD = 1,368 MG

We also assume that water availability during the first two years of drought would allow aquifer
recharge through the ASR wells for 90 days a year at a rate of 3 MGD. We determined that the required
TSV to meet the 5MGD recovery capacity was approximately 9,102 MG (28,000 AF).
Figure 4-2 plots the recharge and recovery cycle of the theoretical industrial DOR ASR project case. The
plot provides cumulative water stored in millions of gallons (red curve) and the recharge and recovery
rates in million gallons per day (blue curve). The TSV, roughly 1.8 times the ASR Storage Volume
(5 MGD), is recharged over the first five years. After the TSV has been established, the recovery cycle
begins. You can see from inspection of Figure 4-2 that recharge occurs in the first two years of the
drought. One can also note that greater than 4,000 MG of the recharged water is left in the aquifer at
the end of the drought. This is the Buffer Zone Volume.
The hypothetical ASR wellfield conceptual design is based upon conventional ASR vertical well design
concepts, with multiple ASR wells in a cluster, each penetrating a different storage interval within the
sand and clay layers of the Gulf Coast Aquifer System. The initial well array assumed in our analysis was
a potential 10-well array with two parallel sets of 5 wells assuming 5 possible completion intervals. The
discussion of the potential recharge intervals, their properties and how they are assigned are discussed
in Section 5.

4.2 Summer Peaking Municipal User Project
Over the course of the project, interest was shown by the District in considering a summer peaking
municipal water user ASR project in addition to a DOR industrial user project. It is expected that the
summer peaking case would also be applicable to a municipality in Regulatory Area’s 2 or 3, which are
actively trying to meet the Regulatory Plan curtailment schedule.
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4.2.1

Summer Peaking Assumptions and Project Conceptual Design

The demand and supply assumptions were derived for a growing municipality In Regulatory Area 3.
Through water resource planning, the municipality found that ASR could be a benefit to the city by
allowing them to take their full contract of surface water in months when their demand was less than
their allotment and have that water available in months when their contract allotment is inadequate to
meet demand.
We have assumed that the water supply is available in excess of demand from November through
February. The project storage volume is assumed to be 2,000 AF, which is approximately 650 MG. Unlike
the industrial drought-of-record case above, we did not estimate a rigorous TSV for the summer peaking
case. That is because this case was not originally contemplated in the scope of work. We used a
conservative rule-of-thumb TSV factor-of-two times the Storage Volume which (see Pyne, 2005) would
be 4,000 AF (1,300 MG). The Storage Volume (2,000 AF) would be recovered from July through
September of each year. Because recharge intervals in Regulatory Area 3 would likely have fresh water,
the actual design TSV for a real project could be less than a factor-of-two of the storage volume.
Figure 4-3 plots the recharge and recovery cycle of the theoretical summer peaking case. The plot
provides cumulative water stored in millions of gallons (red curve) and the recharge and recovery rates
in million gallons per day (blue curve). The TSV, roughly two time the desired annual recovery amount, is
recharged in the first year. The time series for years 2 through 20 are identical. We ran the summer
peaking case out for 20 years because that was an approximate time over which a municipality could
pay for a similar ASR project.
Interestingly the summer peaking case ended up an equivalent size project (in terms of rates) as the
long-term DOR case. While volumes requiring storage are quite different (2,000 versus 14,670 AF), the
rates are very similar. Capital costs for the summer peaking case would be only slightly more than for
the industrial DOR case, depending upon whether additional transmission capacity may be needed to
meet slowly-increasing peak summer demands.
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Figure 4-2

Time series of cumulative volume and recharge or production rate – DOR case

Figure 4-3

Time series of cumulative volume and recharge or production rate – summer peaking case
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5.0

SUBSIDENCE MODEL

A groundwater model was developed to simulate subsidence under the cycle pumping conditions of an
ASR project. This section describes the construction of that groundwater model.

5.1 Modeling Code
The code that was used for model development was MODFLOW-NWT (Niswonger and others, 2011),
which is one of the family of MODFLOW codes developed by the USGS. MODFLOW-NWT supports the
subsidence (SUB) package (Hoffman and others, 2003), which allows simulation of a compaction
response to pressure change in the aquifer.
The SUB package can simulate either time-dependent compaction (termed “delay beds” in SUB), or
instantaneous compaction (termed “no-delay beds”). Compaction is simulated as a one-dimensional
process, and the key compaction parameters described in Section 2 are required as inputs. This includes
both elastic and inelastic storativity, preconsolidation drawdown, and vertical conductivity of the clays.
MODFLOW-SUB simultaneously simulates hydraulic head and compaction at each grid cell, and the
groundwater released from storage due to depressurization of the clays is accounted for in the water
budget. The difference in hydraulic head response due to pumping under elastic and inelastic storage
conditions can be significant, so accounting for this difference increases the accuracy of the result.

5.2 Representative Model Locations
The study area was restricted to Regulatory Area 1. In the Kickoff Meeting, the base case model was
determined to be located in the Texas City Industrial Complex. Because the results from the study
should be representative of the whole of Regulatory Area 1, alternate locations for ASR projects are also
required. It is important to note that this study does not go through the site selection process consistent
with the feasibility-level approach used for an actual ASR project. The approach does not consider land
ownership, infrastructure or proximity to a specific structure. Because this study is hypothetical in
nature, the ASR project locations are defined by a general area.
To choose alternate locations, we reviewed the physical character of the formations comprising the
Chicot and Evangeline aquifers at 25 geophysical logs in Regulatory Area 1. Our initial approach for
selecting alternative sites was based on the physical attributes of clay in the aquifers. The attributes
considered included total net clay thickness, number of clay beds, average and median clay bed
thickness and clay percent. Based upon these attributes, we attempted to locate an “average” log
(location), a minimum clay content location and a maximum clay location. The attributes were analyzed
by the six formations comprising the Chicot and Evangeline aquifers (see Figure 1-2). The data were
analyzed statistically and plotted spatially to discern any significant trends and to define the logs that
would typify the average and extreme cases. Our conclusion was that an “average” log for all six
formations at a single location does not exist. Many have described the Gulf Coast Aquifer System as an
undifferentiated assemblage of sands and clays. The challenge in the original concept for site selection is
that a log may exhibit average or extreme clay properties in one formation but not the others. The
system is complex in terms of lithology both vertically and horizontally. Walther’s Law of facies
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succession supports why lateral correlation of individual clays is challenging in the Gulf Coast Aquifer
System.
A second approach was adopted which was based upon the depth dependence of the physical
properties of clays that govern compaction (see Subsections 2.2 and 2.3). A secondary factor considered
was the desire to select one location near the coast, that would likely target the Chicot Aquifer, and one
location updip where an ASR project could target both the Evangeline and Chicot aquifers. Figure 5-1
plots Regulatory Area 1 with the geophysical logs used to perform the selection process and the three
sites chosen for theoretical ASR subsidence modeling. Figure 5-1 also shows the approximate location
where the base of groundwater below 10,000 milligrams per liter (mg/L) TDS intersects the base of the
Chicot Aquifer. This indicates the thinning of the fresh groundwater section as you approach the coast in
Galveston County. ASR storage has been successful in aquifers well in excess of 10,000 mg/L TDS. The
remainder of this Subsection will describe the selected ASR project locations.

5.2.1

Base-Case Model Location

The base-case model location is in the Texas City Industrial Complex. This location was selected
consistent with the consideration of a DOR industrial user scenario. The industrial users in the area have
been identified as well as their source water, demands and deficits in DOR conditions (see
Subsection 4.1).
Although an exact project location is not specified, the subsidence model requires definition of the
aquifer and clay interbed depths as well as the physical properties and hydraulic properties of the
aquifer sands and clays. Both the potential for compaction and the hydraulic properties of an aquifer
system are dependent on the lithologic composition of the aquifer and specifically the juxtaposition of
sands and clays. As a result, geophysical logs from oil and gas wells have been used to characterize the
physical nature of the aquifers in the vicinity of each project location. For the base case Texas City
location, the geophysical log from well API 4216700966 was used. Figure 5-2 provides a map of the
location of this log in Texas City and an interpreted stratigraphic and lithologic column from the log.
Table 5-1 provides general information from the geophysical log regarding aquifer formation depths and
clay interbeds. Figure 5-2 presents the interpreted stratigraphic and lithologic column for the location
(log). Intervals on Figure 5-2 are colored based upon both lithology (sand, clay) and interpreted TDS. All
colors other than black are sand dominated intervals. The colored intervals are dominantly sand
lithology and the color corresponds to the interpreted TDS measurement for that interval using the
geophysical log. Figure 5-2 illustrates that the Lissie (mid-Chicot Aquifer) is very sand rich and very fresh.
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Table 5-1

Physical description of formations at geophysical log API 4216700966, base case location

Aquifer (Formation)

Depth Depth to
Formation
Net Clay
to Top Bottom (ft) Thickness (ft) Thickness (ft)
(ft)

Number of
Clay Beds

Clay
Percent

Chicot (Beaumont)

GS

450

Chicot (Lissie)

450

995

545

335

16

61%

Chicot (Willis)

995

1833

838

89

4

11%

Evangeline (Upper Goliad)

1833

2643

811

649

9

80%

Lower Goliad

2643

3763

1119

856

13

76%

Upper Lagarto

3763

987

423

13

43%

5.2.2

Downdip Model Location

For the downdip location, the geophysical log from well API 4216701846 was used. Figure 5-3 provides a
map of the location of this log, which is on Galveston Island. This site was chosen because ASR could be
a valuable water supply strategy on the island. Also, the location was chosen near the gulf because clays
tend to increase in thickness towards the gulf. Figure 5-3 presents the interpreted stratigraphic and
lithologic column for the location (log). The log is colored consistent with the one presented above.
Figure 5-3 shows that all the sands at this location are interpreted to have TDS concentrations in excess
of 1,000 mg/L, which means the groundwater is not fresh and could range from brackish to brine. Below
the Lissie Formation (Mid-Chicot Aquifer), groundwater quality degrades quickly to saline conditions.
The Lissie Formation has good sands at this location for recharge and recovery. Table 5-2 provides
general information from the geophysical log regarding formation depths and clay interbeds.

5.2.3

Updip Model Location

For the updip location, the geophysical log from well API 9965223010 was used. Figure 5-4 provides a
map of the location of this log which is just southeast of Loop 610 in the area that comprises the Galena
Park PRESS Site. This is also the northwest edge of Regulatory Area 1. This location was chosen because
very good sands and water quality were available in the Evangeline Aquifer. Figure 5-4 presents the
interpreted stratigraphic and lithologic column for the log. The log is colored consistent with the one
presented above. Figure 5-4 shows that there are many 100-foot-thick, isolated freshwater sands from
ground surface through the base of the Evangeline Aquifer (2,400 ft bgs. This location appears ideal
hydraulically for ASR storage. This log is within the area in the Gulf Coast Aquifer System where the
freshwater extends the deepest in Harris County (Young and others, 2017). Table 5-3 provides general
information from the geophysical log regarding formation depths and clay interbeds.
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Table 5-2

Physical description of formations at geophysical log API 4216701846, downdip model location
Formation

Depth to Depth to Formation
Net Clay
Top (ft) Bottom Thickness (ft) Thickness (ft)
(ft)

Number of
Clay Beds

Clay Percent

Aquifer (Formation)

GS

780

780

227

14

29%

Chicot (Beaumont)

780

1275

495

169

13

34%

Chicot (Lissie)

1275

1866

591

384

20

65%

Chicot (Willis)

1866

3096

1230

600

27

49%

Evangeline (Upper Goliad)

3096

4403

1307

1034

14

79%

Lower Goliad

4403

5181

778

617

10

79%

Table 5-3

Physical description of formations at geophysical log API 9965223010, updip model location
Formation

Depth Depth to Formation
Net Clay
to Top Bottom Thickness (ft) Thickness (ft)
(ft)
(ft)

Number of
Clay Beds

Clay Percent

Aquifer (Formation)

GS

234

234

Chicot (Beaumont)

234

930

695

389

13

56%

Chicot (Lissie)

930

1234

394

167

9

42%

Chicot (Willis)

1234

1450

126

108

4

86%

Evangeline (Upper Goliad)

1450

2041

591

265

12

45%

Lower Goliad

2041

2440

399

239

3

60%
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Figure 5-1

Base map of the study area showing the location of analyzed geophysical logs, the three selected
ASR project locations and the approximate boundary where the base of groundwater at
10,000 mg/L intersects the base of the Chicot Aquifer
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Figure 5-2

Base Case ASR Project base map with interpreted geophysical log
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Figure 5-3

Downdip ASR Project base map with interpreted geophysical log
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Figure 5-4

Updip ASR Project base map with interpreted geophysical log
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5.3 Model Construction
This section describes the construction of three models in terms of model extent and discretization,
boundary conditions, and basic parameterization.

5.3.1

Model Extent and Grid

Each of the three models were constructed with the same dimensions. The grid is 100 x 100 cells, with
35-foot square grid cells, for a total grid size of 3,500 by 3,500 feet. The 3,500 feet grid extent was
chosen such that the model perimeter boundary conditions would have only a small effect on the
aquifer hydraulics near the ASR wellfield at the center of the grid. For the base-case model, doubling the
grid size was found to change the 20-year prediction of maximum compaction by 1.3%, and the mean
compaction over 1,000 ft by 8.7%. This was considered acceptable, given the tradeoff on runtime, and
the scoping level nature of the model predictions.
There were 11 layers in each model, each of which could represent different combinations of sands or
clay layers, depending on the modeled location. The elevation of the top layer was set to land surface
elevation, and the relative thicknesses of the next 11 layers were determined based on vertical mapping
to the geophysical log that was representative of each model, as shown in Figures 5-2 through 5-4.
In general, when mapping vertical intervals to model layers, we selected intervals that contained
sufficient thickness of sand to consider for recharge. If the potential recharge intervals were separated
vertically, we used a model layer to represent the clays and sands that lie between potential recharge
intervals. All 11 layers were required for the most complex representation of sands and clays that was
considered during the exploratory portion of the modeling.
For a particular model, if all 11 layers were not needed to represent the potential injection intervals and
the sediments in between, then the required number of layers, starting with the layer 1, were used to
represent the “active” portion of the model. Any remaining layers at the bottom were set to a constant
100-foot thickness and given the associated properties of the sands/clays from the geophysical log at
the elevation of those intervals. While these “extra” layers at the bottom were appropriately
parameterized based on the geophysical log, they had a minimal effect on the result since the pressure
change in the active layers did not propagate to any significant extent vertically into any “extra” layers
below because of good pressure confinement below the recharge interval.

5.3.2

Boundary Conditions

Two types of boundary conditions were implemented in the models, general head boundaries (GHBs)
and wells.
5.3.2.1

General head boundaries

GHBs were placed on the perimeter of the model in all layers to simulate the continuation of the aquifer
layers beyond the model grid. A GHB is a head-dependent variable flux boundary that allows the model
to approximate the interaction with the aquifer outside of the active model grid. The hydraulic head for
all layers were set to 50 ft bgs, so no natural vertical gradients were simulated. Because of the large
vertical stresses being applied during the recharge and production cycles, we would expect any natural
vertical gradient to be swamped by the well-induced vertical gradient.
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The conductivity of the GHB cells was set to 100 square feet per day (ft2/d). This value was based upon
sensitivity calculations to ensure that the hydraulic gradient remains smooth as one nears the boundary.
5.3.2.2

Well package

The well package was used to simulate recharge and production cycles in the wellfield. The wellfield
layout was the same in each case, with ten possible locations. The horizontal configuration of the
wellfield is shown in Figures 5-2 through 5-4. For each north-south line of 5 wells, multiple vertical
intervals were considered for recharge and production. The recharge intervals that were chosen were
based on an estimate of the amount of compaction that would occur in those intervals. This was
dependent primarily on the transmissivity, the thickness of clay (above, below and within the interval),
and the inelastic compressibility of the interval. Greater transmissivity correlates with less drawdown
during production, and less compaction. That is, transmissivity is inversely correlated to compaction.
Smaller total clay thickness and smaller inelastic compressibility both correspond with less ultimate
compaction in the layer (directly correlated). Potential compaction of the potential recharge intervals
can be compared using the following empirical equation:
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 =

𝑏𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑦 𝑆𝑠𝑘𝑣
𝑇

(Equation 5-1)

Where T is the interval transmissivity, bclay is the thickness of clay in the interval, and Sskv is the specific
inelastic storativity in the interval.
The lower the compaction potential, the more suitable an interval is for recharge and production. The
interval with the lowest compaction potential is activated first, and the rate that is recharged and
produced from that interval is limited by the amount of head increase at the well during recharge. We
set the limit at 100 feet of increase from static water level. The overall target recharge and production
was thus distributed among one or more intervals based on their ranking of compaction potential and
the limit to head increase for any particular recharge interval.
The actual recharge/production rates and head response for wells in each model are discussed in
Section 6.

5.3.3

Approach to Parameterization

The models were parameterized based on estimated hydraulic properties from literature and the
approach to compaction properties discussed in Section 2.
5.3.3.1

Hydraulic Properties

Because we do not have aquifer tests at the specific locations, the hydraulic conductivity of the sands in
the aquifers have been estimated through a hydrostratigraphic model developed for the Gulf Coast
Aquifer System, which will be referenced below. Numerous studies have related facies and hydraulic
conductivity values to changes in lithology (Magara, 1978; Domenico and Schwartz, 1990). These studies
include approaches and algorithms for estimating hydraulic properties based on the following physical
characteristics: particle size, arrangement or sorting of the particles, degree of compaction of the
particles, and depositional facies. As a result of these studies, groundwater modelers often examine
lithologic information to help understand the aquifer flow system. One type of lithologic information
that modelers commonly use to guide the development of transmissivity values are sand thickness
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maps. These maps provide a relative measure of transmissivity based on the assumption that
transmissivity should increase with increased sand thickness and interconnectivity among the sand
channels. A straightforward method for assigning hydraulic conductivity values to lithologic classes is to
use information from a well that is associated with both a measured transmissivity and a lithology
profile. At such a well, calculated values of transmissivity based on assumed hydraulic conductivity
values of the lithologic classes can be readily compared to a measured transmissivity value. If this
analysis is performed at several wells in an aquifer, and most of the analyses support similar hydraulic
properties for each distinct lithology class, then there is a good basis for applying the relationships
between lithology class and hydraulic conductivity as part of the calibration process.
Young and Kelley (2006) provide an example of a successful application of using aquifer tests to estimate
properties using lithology. They used pumping tests performed in the Chicot and Evangeline aquifers to
estimate an average hydraulic conductivity value for a sand and clay litho-facies. In this situation, the
clay lithology class represented any deposit that was not clearly labeled as a sand in the driller logs. To
estimate the transmissivity from the lithology profile, Equation 5-2 was applied across the total interval
of the well screen to develop a calibrated model relating lithology to sand hydraulic conductivity.
T = Ksand * Zsand + Kclay * Zclay

(Equation 5-2)

where:
T =
Ksand
Zsand
Kclay
Zclay

transmissivity (ft2/day);
= hydraulic conductivity of sand (ft/day);
= sand thickness (ft);
= hydraulic conductivity of clay (ft/day); and
= clay thickness (ft).

The work of Young and Kelly (2006) was later refined by Young and others (2009) to estimate hydraulic
conductivity relationships for the sand litho-group in the Chicot and Evangeline aquifers as a function of
two depositional facies and six geological units. These relationships were used with minor modification
to develop effective formation hydraulic conductivities at the geophysical logs selected for analysis. The
hydraulic properties for each model layer are shown in Tables 5-4 through 5-6.
Specific storage was estimated to be 1x10-6 ft-1, and vertical hydraulic conductivity between the flow
layers (not the interbeds, see next section) was estimated to be 1x10-3 ft/day. These values are based on
ranges used in regional groundwater models of the Gulf Coast Aquifer System (Young and others, 2009).
Because these are approximate values not based on direct measurement, the importance of these
parameters is explored in the sensitivity analysis described in Section 6.4.
5.3.3.2

Compaction Properties

The compaction properties for each of the layers were determined using the functions described in
Section 2. The compaction properties vary primarily with depth, with the relative amount of compaction
generally decreasing at greater depths. This trend is due to the conceptualization that inelastic
storativity decreases with depth (less ultimate compaction for a given drawdown), and clay vertical
conductivity decreases with depth (slower propagation of stress into the clays).
The clay inelastic specific storage was varied with depth based on “best estimate” values shown in
Table 2-1. The clay vertical conductivity was varied with depth based on the “best estimate” values
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shown in Table 2-3. The drawdown at preconsolidation head was assumed to be zero for the
simulations. The reasoning for this assumption is discussed in detail in Section 2.3.4.2. The compaction
properties for each of the model layers are shown in Tables 5-4 through 5-6 for each location modeled.
Table 5-4

Layer properties for base-case model location, based on log #4216700966

Layer
Bottom Thickness Horizontal
Vertical
Specific Total Clay
Number Elevation
(ft)
Hydraulic
Hydraulic Storage Thickness
Conductivity Conductivity (1/ft)
(ft)
(ft amsl)
(ft/d)
(ft/d)
1

-200

207

12.0

0.001

1E-06

30.8

Clay
Clay Vertical
Inelastic Hydraulic
Specific Conductivity
Storage
(ft/d)
(1/ft)
3.45E-04 4.13E-05

2

-453

253

11.5

0.001

1E-06

43.4

1.52E-04

1.01E-05

3

-695

243

17.7

0.001

1E-06

48.4

1.03E-04

4.98E-06

4

-1017

321

17.2

0.001

1E-06

41.1

7.78E-05

2.83E-06

5

-1193

176

11.3

0.001

1E-06

53.2

6.52E-05

1.92E-06

6

-1426

233

10.4

0.001

1E-06

72.7

5.79E-05

1.47E-06

7

-1526

100

2.0

0.001

1E-06

67.9

5.33E-05

1.22E-06

8

-1626

100

13.0

0.001

1E-06

20.3

5.09E-05

1.11E-06

9

-1726

100

3.0

0.001

1E-06

56.3

4.87E-05

1.01E-06

10

-1826

100

2.1

0.001

1E-06

64.4

4.68E-05

9.21E-07

11

-1926

100

2.5

0.001

1E-06

60.0

4.51E-05

8.49E-07

Table 5-5

Layer properties for downdip model location, based on log #4216701846

Layer
Bottom Thickness Horizontal
Vertical
Specific Total Clay
Number Elevation
(ft)
Hydraulic Hydraulic Storage Thickness
Conductivity Conductivity (1/ft)
(ft)
(ft amsl)
(ft/d)
(ft/d)
1

-259

259

2.6

0.001

1E-06

190.0

Clay
Inelastic
Specific
Storage
(1/ft)
2.95E-04

Clay Vertical
Hydraulic
Conductivity
(ft/d)

2

-397

138

11.4

0.001

1E-06

41.0

1.53E-04

1.03E-05

3

-616

219

8.4

0.001

1E-06

101.4

1.13E-04

5.98E-06

4

-784

168

7.0

0.001

1E-06

84.6

9.01E-05

3.84E-06

5

-912

128

2.7

0.001

1E-06

96.1

7.88E-05

2.90E-06

6

-1026

115

15.4

0.001

1E-06

26.9

7.17E-05

2.37E-06

7

-1271

245

15.7

0.001

1E-06

46.1

6.37E-05

1.82E-06

8

-1412

141

2.0

0.001

1E-06

99.2

5.71E-05

1.43E-06

9

-1655

243

3.7

0.001

1E-06

120.0

5.20E-05

1.16E-06

10

-1839

184

1.5

0.001

1E-06

161.1

4.75E-05

9.51E-07

11

-1907

68

9.8

0.001

1E-06

18.3

4.52E-05

8.56E-07

3.14E-05
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Table 5-6

Layer properties for updip model location, based on log #9965223010

Layer Bottom Thickness Horizontal
Vertical
Specific Total Clay
Clay
Clay Vertical
Number Elevation
(ft)
Hydraulic Hydraulic Storage (1/ft) Thickness Inelastic
Hydraulic
Conductivity
Conductivity
(ft)
Specific
Conductivity
(ft amsl)
(ft/d)
(ft/d)
Storage (1/ft)
(ft/d)
1

-262

269

10.7

0.001

1E-06

107.1

2.87E-04

3.00E-05

2

-412

150

8.9

0.001

1E-06

70.5

1.48E-04

9.75E-06

3

-505

93

2.0

0.001

1E-06

83.7

1.20E-04

6.68E-06

4

-596

92

3.7

0.001

1E-06

60.9

1.06E-04

5.26E-06

5

-940

343

5.9

0.001

1E-06

156.2

8.39E-05

3.32E-06

6

-1211

271

17.0

0.001

1E-06

58.7

6.64E-05

2.00E-06

7

-1524

313

3.1

0.001

1E-06

186.0

5.62E-05

1.38E-06

8

-1677

152

8.8

0.001

1E-06

52.5

5.03E-05

1.08E-06

9

-1956

279

2.1

0.001

1E-06

183.4

4.61E-05

8.91E-07

10

-2054

98

13.3

0.001

1E-06

19.8

4.30E-05

7.70E-07

11

-2260

206

1.5

0.001

1E-06

206.1

4.09E-05

6.92E-07
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6.0

SIMULATION OF ASR AND COMPACTION

After the models for the three sites were constructed, ASR and any resulting compaction was simulated
for both the DOR case and the summer peaking case at each site location. This section describes our
approach to modeling ASR and compaction, our approach to assessing the outcomes of the modeling,
and how predictions differed for two operational cases. This section also discusses a sensitivity analysis
that was performed to assess how variations in the assumptions about hydraulic and compaction
parameters could change the results of the simulations.

6.1 Modeling Approach
In simulating an ASR operation, we simulated the recharge of water into the aquifer and the resulting
increase in water levels in and around the wellfield, and subsequent recovery of some portion of the
recharged water with resulting decrease in heads. In the modeling section, we have presented model
simulated water levels in terms of hydraulic head. A water level is a depth to water from a datum such
as ground surface. That water level depth can be converted to an elevation by knowing the elevation of
the datum. The water level expressed as elevation is called a hydraulic head which is usually just
referred to as a head.
Each simulation was initialized with a steady-state stress period followed by monthly transient stress
periods. The initial steady-state period ensures that any changes observed in the system during the
transient periods are due to the simulated operation of the ASR, and not re-equilibration of simulated
heads.
Because compaction occurs under drawdown conditions, we would expect simulated compaction to be
greatest where drawdown is greatest, at the immediate location of the ASR wells. Because drawdown
decreases radially away from the well in all directions, compaction may also occur over a similar
footprint decreasing with radial distance from a well. To capture this effect, we use both the maximum
and spatially-averaged (mean) compaction to assess the impacts of the ASR project. If the ASR project
has multiple wells, the maximum compaction is measured at the well with the maximum compaction.
We assessed several distances from the ASR wells over which to average aquifer compaction. A 1,000 ft
distance was selected as the averaging distance because it captured the majority of the impact around
the wellfield. The maximum compaction was predicted at the grid cell that had the greatest compaction.
An individual rectilinear grid cell represents an effective wellbore radius of 6.6 feet. In addition to
compaction, we also track the percent recovery of the ASR project which is defined as the percentage of
the Storage Volume that is recovered as a function of predicted compaction. This metric is plotted as a
function of time.

6.2 Operational Case 1: Drought of Record Industrial
The first operational case considers a hypothetical ASR operation that is being used to provide water to
industrial users during a drought. The basis for the demands is described in Section 4.1.3.
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6.2.1

Recharge and Recovery Cycle

The recharge and recovery cycle simulated for Case 1 is shown in Figure 6-1. Five years of recharge is
followed by five years of recovery. In the first two years of recovery, several months of recharge occurs
during months of lower demand, when excess water is still available from the TMWTP. In years three
through five, the drought has worsened to the point where only recovery occurs.
About 9.1x109 gallons (about 28,000 AF) of water is stored during the operation, and 4.5x109 million
gallons (about 14,000 AF) of water is recovered, leaving the Buffer Zone Volume intact.

6.2.2

Case 1 Results for Base-Case Site

Because operational case 1 consists of a long recharge cycle followed by recovery, heads in the recharge
interval are elevated significantly over the recharge period. Similarly, once recovery occurs, heads
decrease very quickly in response to pumping. Figure 6-2 plots the simulated head at the ASR well for
the DOR operational case at the base case location. Also plotted in Figure 6-2 are the maximum
compaction (measured at the well) and the average compaction. Maximum compaction is about 0.2 feet
over the course of the operational period at the base-case site. Head increases about 85 feet in the
recharge interval at the well location. Note that this head is averaged over the size of the grid cell
(effective radius of 6.6 feet) so the head in a well would be expected to vary more (higher during
recharge, lower during recovery). During recovery, head decreases about 80 feet from the initial level.
Each time a recovery cycle occurs, some compaction occurs in the clays in that interval. When recovery
ends and additional recharge occurs (for example, in year 7), the rate of compaction quickly slows to
zero until the next recovery cycle occurs. Each successive recovery cycle results in less compaction, as it
takes longer for the pressure change to propagate deeper into the uncompacted portions of the clays. In
addition, the thinnest clay bed has already reached ultimate compaction in one of the earlier years of
production. This is illustrated in Figure 6-3, which shows the head response in the individual delay beds
(the compacting clay beds in layer 4). MODFLOW-SUB terms a distinct clay bed as a delay bed. Delay bed
#6 is 41 ft thick and does not reach ultimate compaction during production. Delay bed #7 is only 2.1 ft
thick and reaches ultimate compaction (head in the delay bed has drawn down as much as the overall
head in the interval) after the second year of production.
Figure 6-4 shows the simulated maximum and mean compaction compared to the percent of total
recovery, i.e. the cumulative volume recovered divided by the total design volume to be recovered
during the operation (approximately one-half of the TSV). The figure shows that simulated compaction
starts to occur immediately upon recovery, and the maximum compaction increases throughout
recovery, reaching a peak when recovery is 100%. Figure 6-5 shows recovery percent plotted against
maximum and mean compaction. While there is a slight leveling of the compaction curves compared to
percent recovery, for the most part compaction occurs proportionally to the percent recovered.
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6.2.3

Sensitivity Cases for Base-Case Location

Three sensitivity cases were explored at the base-case location for operational case 1. In the first, we
consider an operational history where no recharge in the wellfield occurs, i.e., only production occurs.
The objective is to estimate the reduction in compaction that can occur due to the effect of aquifer
storage (recharge). Figure 6-6 shows a time series of maximum compaction for the recharge versus norecharge cases. The results show how recharge has the potential to decrease compaction early on, with
a 50% decrease in maximum compaction after the first recovery cycle. However, by the end of the full
recovery period, there is only 3% difference in maximum compaction. Long-term recovery, and the
accompanying drawdown, will eventually cause compaction regardless of the recharge history (Section
6.3 explores an operational case with short-term recovery cycles).
The second sensitivity case considers a lower vertical hydraulic conductivity (Kv) in the clay beds.
Section 2.2 discusses the approach to estimating the vertical hydraulic conductivity of the clay beds
based on laboratory test data and calibrated PRESS models. The current conceptualization uses the
average between those two sources. However, because the PRESS models are calibrated to field data,
and there are always some questions about the scalability of laboratory tests to field conditions, we
considered a case where the vertical conductivity was based on the PRESS estimates only.
Figure 6-7 shows the difference in maximum compaction between the base-case and PRESS vertical
conductivity estimates. Because the lower vertical conductivity decreases the rate at which pressure
change can propagate into the delay beds, less compaction occurs during each annual production cycle,
and the final compaction for the PRESS Kv case is over 25% less than the base Kv case.
In the third sensitivity case, we consider a wellfield with smaller and larger well spacing. A smaller well
spacing will increase interference between the wells during recharge and recovery, while a larger well
spacing will decrease this interference between the wells. Figure 6-8 shows the results of the well
spacing sensitivity, where the base case is represented by the 140-foot spacing. Decreasing and
increasing spacing has the expected impact on compaction, with decreasing well spacing increasing
compaction and increasing well spacing decreasing compaction.

6.2.4

Case 1 Results for Downdip and Updip Locations

Operational Case 1 was simulated at the downdip and updip locations to determine how much location
effects predicted compaction. Section 5.2 discusses the characteristics of the base-case, downdip and
updip locations. Two key differences between the base-case location and the other two locations is the
thickness of the sand unit that is present for recharge at the location and the number of clay beds that
are present within and within proximity of the recharge interval. The recharge interval at the base-case
location is comprised of a large 250-foot sand, one 41-foot thick clay near the top, and a small clay near
the bottom of the interval. The large, high transmissivity sand reduces drawdown during production
relative to smaller sands. The small number and total thickness of clay beds reduces the ultimate
compaction potential.
The downdip location has two recharge intervals containing eight clay beds ranging in thickness from 4
to 20 ft, with a total clay thickness of 79 ft. The updip location has two recharge intervals containing
eight clay beds ranging in thickness from 3 to 48 ft, with a total clay thickness of 73 ft.
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Figure 6-9 compares the simulated compaction through time for the three locations under Operational
Case 1, while Figure 6-10 compares simulated compaction versus recovery percent for the three
locations. Because of the larger number of thin clay beds at the updip and downdip locations, more
simulated compaction occurs at those locations, and it occurs at a greater rate in early time. This result
emphasizes the importance of designing ASR wells such that the recharge and production intervals are
in the cleanest possible sands, and not unnecessarily spanning clay beds within an interval.

6.3 Operational Case 2: Summer Peaking Municipal
The second case considers an ASR operation that is designed to meet summer peaking requirements for
a municipality. This is one of the most common uses for ASR, where adding peaking capacity can delay
the construction or expansion of water treatment capacity.

6.3.1

Recharge and Recovery Cycle

The recharge and recovery cycle for the summer peaking case is shown in Figure 6-11. The time required
to reach the TSV of 1,300 MG (about 4,000 AF) at the start of the operation is small compared to the
DOR case. A smaller storage volume is required since recovery only occurs over a short period before
another recharge cycle is started. After the operation begins, recharge occurs over four months at
5.4 MGD, while recovery occurs over three months at 7.2 MGD. The operation was modeled to have a
20-year operational period based on an estimate of a reasonable return on the investment based on
consideration of the debt service over a 20-year bond period.

6.3.2

Case 2 Results for the Base-Case Location

The cyclic nature of the summer peaking operation case is reflected in the head response at the
wellfield, as shown in Figure 6-12. Head increases about 90 ft during recharge, while heads drawdown
about 115 ft during recovery. While this is a larger drawdown than for the DOR case (80 ft), the
simulated maximum and mean compaction is less than for the DOR case, at 0.18 and 0.07 ft,
respectively, compared to 0.21 and 0.08 ft for the DOR case. Less compaction occurs even though the
drawdown is greater in magnitude, the duration of the drawdown is significantly less. Therefore, the
negative pressure change does not have as much time to propagate into the clay beds before a positive
pressure is applied during the next recharge cycle. The “effective” drawdown impacting the clay beds is
dependent on the duration of drawdown relative to recharge cycles and the periodicity of each full
cycle. In this example, even though the recovery drawdown is equal to 115 ft, the effective drawdown
(or average long-term drawdown) is less than 80 ft we observed in the DOR case.

6.3.3

Sensitivity Cases

The difference in compaction response due to short duration recovery versus longer duration recovery
was further explored in two sensitivity cases. Recall that the summer peaking case consists of a 3-month
recovery period each summer at 7.2 MGD. Two other cases were considered, the first with a 1-month
recovery cycle at three times the rate (21.6 MGD), and a 2-month recovery cycle at 1.5 times the rate
(10.7 MGD). The same volume of water is recovered but at different durations.
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Figure 6-13 compares the one, two, and three-month recovery cases. The results indicate that for this
ASR operation, the greater drawdown associated with the higher recovery rate (and shorter recovery
period) produces more simulated compaction than the longer recovery period. As a result, more
compaction will occur for a quick recovery period unless the overall volume recovered is reduced along
with the recovery period.
The second sensitivity case assumes that no recharge occurs. The purpose of this sensitivity case is to
characterize the potential benefit that occurs from recharging prior to recovery, compared to
groundwater production without recharge. Figure 6-14 compares the compaction through time for the
two sensitivity cases. As with the DOR operational case, the recharge provides a benefit with respect to
reducing simulated compaction over the period of operation. However, the cyclical nature of the
summer peaking case creates an opportunity for more benefit with respect to reduced compaction
throughout the entire operational period, ending with about 0.06 ft less compaction, or about 33% less
compaction than the no-recharge case. This sensitivity case demonstrates the importance of the
operation schedule of an ASR system on the predicted compaction. In many ways, an operator has
limited flexibility on their site geology but may have significant flexibility on the recharge and recovery
cycles.

6.3.4

Case 2 Results for Updip and Downdip Locations

As discussed in 6.2.4, the updip and downdip locations contain more clay beds in the recharge/
production intervals than in the base case, so simulated compaction is expected to be higher at those
locations. This is true for the summer peaking case, as shown in Figure 6-15. The updip and downdip
locations show almost double the simulated compaction by the end of the operational period, as
compared to that at the base case location. This finding reinforces the importance of avoiding clay beds,
as much as possible, in the recharge and production intervals, regardless of whether the operation is
characterized by cyclical or longer-term recovery strategies.

6.4 Single-ASR Well Sensitivity Analysis
The three models discussed previously that were developed for the base-case, updip, and downdip
locations, were based on a representative geophysical log at those locations. The simulated compaction
was affected by the actual hydrogeologic conditions at each site. While we can explain the differences in
the compaction response among the three locations in terms of hydraulic conductivity, clay bed
occurrence and thickness, and depth of interval, we cannot isolate these effects in the results.
We performed an additional sensitivity analysis with a model that was created explicitly to allow the
isolation of how particular parameters can affect the amount of simulated compaction that occurs. This
model has a single 200-foot thick recharge interval, with 100-foot confinement layers on the top and
bottom, and a single ASR well completed in the active interval. The recharge interval contains two tenfoot clay beds for the base case. The model setup is illustrated in Figure 6-16.
The parameters that were explored included operational parameters (pumping rate and completion
depth) and physical parameters (hydraulic conductivities, clay bed occurrence, and inelastic
compressibility).
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6.4.1

Recharge and Recovery Cycle

The recharge and recovery cycle that was used for the single-well sensitivity analysis was similar to the
DOR case, except that recovery was limited to 10 months. The recovery duration was limited so that the
timing of compaction could be seen in the results, i.e., so that delay beds did not reach ultimate
compaction for most cases.
Figure 6-17 shows the recharge and recovery cycle rate time series. For the base sensitivity case, the
recharge and recovery rates for the well were set to 1,000 gpm.

6.4.2

Sensitivity Simulation Results

Table 6-1 lists the parameters that were varied for the sensitivity runs, as well as the parameter values
for each run. In Table 6-1 below the column labeled V3 shows the base sensitivity parameter values.
When one parameter was varied (represented by a row in the table), all other parameters were kept at
their base value, unless they were constrained by correlation to the varied parameter. For example, if
sand percent is varied, both horizontal hydraulic conductivity and clay thickness must be varied in order
to enforce consistency.
For a given parameter, we picked a realistic range and varied the parameter over that range either using
linear or logarithmic increments. Parameters such as hydraulic conductivity which are typically
lognormally distributed were varied in logarithmic increments. Table 6-2 lists the resulting maximum
compaction that occurs for each of the sensitivity runs. In the following, we discuss these sensitivity
results for each parameter.
Table 6-1

Parameter values used in one-layer model sensitivity analysis
Parameter

Depth (ft)
Production Rate (gpm)
Percent Sand
Number of Clays
Clay Bed Thickness (ft)
Clay Bed Conductivity (ft/d)
Specific Inelastic Storativity (1/ft)
Table 6-2

V1
0
60
10
5
1.87E-07
-

V2
400
500
70
5
10
1.87E-06
2.17E-05

V3 (Base)
800
1000
80
2
20
1.87E-05
2.17E-04

V4
1200
1500
90
1
40
1.87E-04
2.17E-03

V5
1600
80
-

Maximum compaction (ft) for each of the one-layer model sensitivity cases(1)
Parameter

Depth (ft)
Production Rate (gpm)
Percent Sand
Number of Clays
Clay Bed Thickness (ft)
Clay Bed Conductivity (ft/d)
Specific Inelastic Storativity (1/ft)

V1
0.33
0.86
0.58
0.14
0.06
0.01

V2
0.36
0.24
0.57
0.55
0.26
0.19
0.05

V3 (Base)
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.39

V4
0.43
0.56
0.25
0.24
0.41
0.57
1.14

V5
0.48
-

0.40
3.52

(1) See associated range in parameter values above in Table 6-1.
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Depth to top of the upper confining unit was varied from 0 to 1,600 ft. Depth is a parameter that can be
controlled by design, to the extent productive sand intervals are available for different depths at an ASR
site location. Increase in depth decreased all depth-dependent parameters, including horizontal
hydraulic conductivity, clay bed vertical hydraulic conductivity, and inelastic specific storage. The
combination of parameter changes resulted in increased compaction. This is due to the increase in
drawdown from decreasing horizontal hydraulic conductivity. Figure 6-18 illustrates this trend, where
drawdown increases from about 53 to over 85 ft. In this sensitivity case, the reduction in transmissivity
and increase in drawdown for a constant production rate as one goes deeper had more impact than the
decrease in compaction properties that has been observed. For a given fixed drawdown, the amount of
compaction would decrease with depth.
Production rate was varied from 500 to 1,500 gpm. Production rate is also a parameter that can be
controlled by design and is an important consideration for an ASR projects in compaction-prone areas.
Increasing production rate increases drawdown, which results in increased compaction.
The percent sand was varied from 60 to 90%. While percent sand is a parameter that is intrinsic to
geologic conditions at a site, estimates of percent sand for each potential recharge interval should be
available during well design and it must be one of the factors considered. As shown in Table 6-2,
increasing percent sand significantly decreases simulated compaction. As the percent sand increases,
the horizontal hydraulic conductivity increases, decreasing drawdown. In addition, increasing percent
sand corresponds to decreasing occurrence of clay beds, further reducing the potential for compaction.
The number of clay beds was varied from ten to one, while keeping the total clay bed thickness constant
at 20 ft. For the case with ten clay beds, each bed was 2 ft thick, while for the case with one clay bed,
there was a single 20-foot thick clay bed. Decreasing the number of clay beds increases compaction
because even though the ultimate compaction (which from Equation 2-4 is based only on total clay bed
thickness) is constant, thinner clay beds compact more quickly and thus approach ultimate compaction
during the 10-month recovery period. This can be quantified by considering the characteristic time of
thin versus thick clay beds, calculated using equation 2-5. Figure 6-19 shows the change in the time
constant and fraction of ultimate compaction reached when the number of clay beds decreases, with a
corresponding increase in thickness. When the time constant is large (with a single 20-foot clay bed),
only about 40% of ultimate compaction is reached. When the time constant is small (with ten 2-foot clay
beds), nearly 100% of ultimate compaction is reached. Like percent sand, the number of clay beds in an
interval is intrinsic to the geology at the site but should be considered when choosing a recharge
interval.
Clay bed vertical hydraulic conductivity was varied over four orders of magnitude based on Table 2-3,
which shows a large variation in clay bed conductivity can occur with changing depth. Increasing clay
conductivity has the same effect as decreasing clay bed thickness, allowing clay beds to compact more
quickly, and increasing compaction over the 10-month recovery period. Clay conductivity is a parameter
that cannot be easily measured under field conditions, and thus is one of the largest sources of
uncertainty in attempting to predict how much compaction will occur due to a particular ASR project.
We do expect clay bed conductivity to generally decrease with depth due to overburden pressure.
Specific inelastic storativity varied over three orders of magnitude based on Table 2-1, which shows the
variation in estimated specific inelastic storativity that can occur with depth. Specific inelastic storativity
is directly related to ultimate compaction (Equation 2-4), so compaction increases with increasing values
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of the parameter. Like clay bed conductivity, specific inelastic storativity is difficult to measure under
field conditions, so is a large source of uncertainty in compaction predictions. We expect it to also
generally decrease with depth.

6.5 Design Factors to Mitigate Compaction
The ASR compaction modeling described in Section 6 can be combined with existing guidance to inform
a discussion of design factors that can mitigate compaction. These factors can include hydrogeologic
factors, well design/spacing factors and operational factors. Note that our discussion will be limited to
those factors affecting compaction, not those that affect clogging or other considerations that can be
important to a successful ASR project (see Pyne, 2005).

6.5.1

Hydrogeology

Both the contrast between the simulated compaction at the base-case site versus the other sites, and
the sensitivity analysis in Section 6.4 indicate that one of the most critical hydrogeologic factors is the
percent sand in the recharge/recovery interval (storage formation). Having a high percent sand will
typically correlate with higher horizontal hydraulic conductivity, which reduces drawdown, and will also
correlate with fewer compacting clay beds in the interval. Having a short well screen isolated to a clean
sand interval is the ideal design approach. Long well screens that span multiple sand/clay packages is
undesirable in terms of mitigating compaction.
While considerable uncertainty exists in estimating vertical hydraulic conductivity and inelastic
storativity of clay beds, they should generally both decrease with depth. In general, deeper intervals
should have less potential for compaction than shallow intervals. In areas where historical compaction
has occurred in shallower intervals, better estimates of these properties may be available from simple
estimates of compaction per foot of drawdown, or calibrated compaction (typically PRESS) models.
Because cost increases with depth for any ASR operation, targeting deeper intervals in the absence of
any other information may not be a feasible design approach. However, ASR wells have been completed
to depths of 3,000 ft to date.

6.5.2

Well Design

The well design factors share overlap with the hydrogeology for where the screens are located, i.e., with
respect to the sand percent in the interval targeted for recharge/recovery, and the depth of the interval
chosen (and its effect on the estimate of compaction parameters). One additional consideration for well
design is whether to “stack” wells at the same location ASR location. That is targeting different high
transmissivity vertical intervals, separated by confining units. In the simulations described in Section 6.2,
we found that targeting different vertical intervals only made sense from a theoretical perspective if it is
required to meet design recharge and recovery rates and associated design issues such as maximum
recharge head increase. The model predicts that “maxing out” the interval with the least compaction
potential (based on equation 5.1) is theoretically better than spreading recharge/recovery among
several intervals vertically, even if the per-interval drawdowns are less than that with a single interval. A
major caveat to this statement is that it is based upon the assumption of perfect knowledge regarding
the factors in Equation 5.1. This is never the case, so stacking should be based upon the concept of
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decreasing recovery rates to decrease drawdown unless there is a compelling case for high
transmissivity interval with a relative lack of clays compared to other potential recharge intervals. In
either case, it needs to be based upon site specific lithology and hydraulic property data. Stacking water
storage intervals vertically in a single wellfield is typically more cost-effective than distributing ASR wells
more widely in a single storage aquifer and as a result is increasingly popular.
Wells spacing is another design consideration. As shown in Figure 6-8, greater well spacing results in less
interference during recovery, less average drawdown, and less compaction. Spacing wells to minimize
drawdown interference during recovery will help mitigate compaction. Once a site has been
characterized, it may possible to design a wellfield where multiple storage intervals can be optimally
operated to minimize drawdown and compaction while meeting long-term or seasonal needs.

6.5.3

Operational Factors

The two different operational cases (DOR and summer peaking) illustrated how operating strategy can
significantly impact compaction potential for an ASR wellfield. Most of the benefit with respect to
reduced compaction occurs when recovery is initiated soon after recharge, when heads are still above
static. After time elapses, with or without recovery, those elevated heads will return to static and then
recovery will have the same compaction effect as if recharge had not occurred.
While the DOR case showed significant benefit in reducing compaction in the first recovery period after
recharge, the benefit was reduced in each successive recovery cycle. The summer peaking case, because
recharge and recovery occurred in the same year for each cycle showed a more consistent benefit with
respect to reduced compaction for the ASR wellfield versus a production wellfield.
The bottom line is that to optimize an ASR project, or a pumping well in general, to minimize
compaction requires finding ways to minimize drawdown. This could simply be via reducing recovery
rates (more wells). If an ASR project’s objectives were varied ranging from emergency or peaking supply
to drought supply, the design could be designed and operated to use intervals more susceptible to
compaction for short-term supply and drought supplies coming from deeper intervals.
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Figure 6-1

Recharge and recovery cycle for operational case 1 (DOR industrial user)

Figure 6-2

Head response at the well location in model layer 4 for DOR operational case 1 at the base case
location, and the corresponding compaction response
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Figure 6-3

Overall head response at the well location in model layer 4 for DOR operational case 1 at the base
case location, and the individual head responses in the two delay beds

Figure 6-4

Compaction and percent recovery with time for DOR operational case 1 at the base-case site
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Figure 6-5

Compaction versus recovery percentage for DOR operational case 1 at the base-case site

Figure 6-6

Effect of not recharging prior to recovery on simulated maximum compaction for DOR operational
case 1 at the base-case site
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Figure 6-7

Effect of decreasing vertical conductivity on simulated maximum compaction for DOR operational
case 1 at the base-case site

Figure 6-8

Effect of wells spacing on mean compaction for DOR operational case 1 at the base-case site
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Figure 6-9

Comparison of compaction versus time for the three project locations, DOR operational case 1

Figure 6-10

Comparison of recovery percentage versus compaction for three project locations, DOR
operational case 1
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Recharge or Production Rate

Figure 6-11

Recharge and recovery cycle for operational case 2 (summer peaking)

Figure 6-12

Head response at the well location in model layer 4 for the operational case 2 (summer peaking)
operation at the base case location, and the corresponding compaction response
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Figure 6-13

Maximum compaction simulated with three different recovery durations for the operational case 2
(summer peaking) operation at the base-case location

Figure 6-14

Effect of not recharging prior to recovery on simulated maximum compaction for operational case 2
(summer peaking) at the base-case site
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Figure 6-15

Comparison of compaction versus time for the three project locations, operational case 2 (summer
peaking)

Figure 6-16

Schematic of single-well ASR model constructed for a sensitivity analysis
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Figure 6-17

Recharge and recovery cycle for the single-well sensitivity analysis

Figure 6-18

Sensitivity of maximum and mean compaction to depth to top of confining unit
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Figure 6-19

Change in interbed time constant and fraction of ultimate compaction with number of clay beds
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7.0

CONSIDERATIONS FOR ASR REGULATION

This section is divided into three subsections. The first subsection summarizes the regulatory framework
for ASR in Texas and how that relates to the District. The second subsection discusses a conceptual
framework for consideration by the District for regulating ASR wells within the District. The third
subsection provides considerations for documentation and analysis of potential ASR well permit
applications within the District.

7.1 Regulation of ASR in Texas
This subsection briefly describes the current regulatory framework for permitting ASR wells in Texas.
TCEQ has the sole regulatory authority to permit Class V ASR injection wells. Although TCEQ has
regulatory primacy over Groundwater Conservation Districts (GCDs), it does not have primacy over the
regulation of water volumes recovered from storage in ASR wells within the District.

7.1.1

TCEQ Regulation of ASR Wells

House Bill 655, enacted by the Texas Legislature in 2015, established the current regulatory framework
for ASR in Texas. HB-655 was passed in the 84th Legislative Session and made the TCEQ the sole
regulatory authority for permitting ASR wells in Texas. The new legislation was passed to address several
impediments to permitting ASR in Texas, including: (1) multiple permitting authorities; (2) water quality
rules more restrictive than the Clean Water Act; and (3) uncertainty in storing appropriated surface
water and the need for an amendment to the applicable water right.
In response to HB-655, the TCEQ amended Chapters 39, 295, 297, and 331, Title 30 of the Administrative
Code. The new rules became effective May 19, 2016 and established TCEQ as the sole regulatory
authority. HB-655 also allows TCEQ to permit ASR through general, individual and permit-by-rule. The
latter permitting method simplifies the public comment process. The new rules also established the
criteria to be considered during the permit review. The TCEQ requires information on, and in some cases
demonstration of, issues such as the confinement of the injection interval, compliance with the Safe
Drinking Water Act, groundwater quality standards and the ability to minimize the loss of recharged
water – termed “recoverability.”
ASR projects are regulated under TCEQ’s Class V Underground Injection Control (UIC) Program. Statutory
requirements for ASR projects are in the Texas Water Code, Chapters 11, 27 and 36. The TCEQ has
exclusive jurisdiction over the regulation and permitting of a Class V injection well used for ASR. To
receive authorization to operate an ASR project, the operator must submit to the satisfaction of the
TCEQ;
▪
▪

ASR Project Application (TCEQ-20772) with supporting material, and
Core Data Form (Form 10400).

TCEQ is authorized to grant the operation of an ASR Project and use of a Class V Injection Well for
storage in an ASR project through a general permit, individual permit and a permit-by-rule. A permit-byrule (also called authorization-by-rule) forgoes the public comment process generally required for a
Class V UIC General or Individual Permit.
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In making its determination to issue an authorization for a permanent Class V Injection Well for ASR
purposes, the TCEQ considers the following: (1) whether the project complies with the Safe Drinking
Water Act; (2) the extent to which the cumulative volume of stored water can be successfully recovered
from the formation, taking into account that the injected water may be comingled to some degree with
native groundwater; (3) the effect of the ASR project on existing wells; and (4) whether injection of
water will alter the physical, chemical or biological quality of the native groundwater to a degree that
would: (i) render the groundwater harmful or detrimental; or (ii) require an unreasonably-higher level of
treatment in order for the native groundwater to be suitable for beneficial use. These are shared
objectives with the District. Much of the data collected in support of the TCEQ Class V ASR Injection Well
authorization application would be data that would be relevant, and in some cases required, for the
District to evaluate the potential subsidence impact of a project. Table 7-1 provides a listing of the data
and analyses required of an applicant for a Class V ASR Injection Well authorization for a ASR project.
Until recently, the TCEQ recommended that those seeking a Class V ASR Injection Well authorization to
first seek a temporary Class V Experimental Well (Class 5X25) authorization. The purpose of the Class V
Experimental Well authorization was to provide a test well that could be used to assemble the data
needed to later obtain a permanent Class V ASR Injection Well authorization. A temporary Class V
Experimental Well falls under a different chapter of the Water Code than a Class V ASR Injection Well.
Certain protections afforded to a project sponsor are not available under a Class V ASR Experimental
Well authorization. For that reason, it is our understanding that the TCEQ will not recommend Class V
Experimental Well authorizations and therefore they will not be discussed further in this section.
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Table 7-1

Relevant information collected from TCEQ Class V ASR injection well application form (TCEQ20772, June 18, 2018)
Section

I. General Information

II. Information Required to
Provide Notice
III. ASR Project Area
IV. Area of Review

V. Well Construction and
Closure Standards

VI. Injection Well Operation

VII. Project Geology,
Hydrogeology and
Geochemistry

Information Requirement
Type of application and authorization requested
Operator Information
Site Owner
Facility Description and Location
Authorized persons
Confidential Material
Injection Zone Water Quality (TDS)
TCEQ Core Data Form (TCEQ-10400; 4/15)
Legal Description of Land to be Used
Indicate if in Chapter 8801 Special District (Subsidence Districts)
Groundwater Conservation District Jurisdiction, if any
Person who will provide notice
Map with property boundaries and cultural features
Map of the Area of Review (AOR) consistent with 30 TAC 331.183 (1/2-mile radius)
Location and artificial penetrations within AOR
Detailed information on artificial penetrations that intersect/transect injection interval
Map of ASR wells and monitoring wells
Detailed construction information for each ASR injection well
Describe ASR injection well compliance with 30 TAC 290.41
Describe ASR well compliance with closure standards (30 TAC 331.183)
Number and construction details of all monitoring wells
Describe how drinking water sources are protected
ASR Project operations
Discussion of effects of injection water on native groundwater
Geology Report: regional and site-specific geology and hydrogeology
Physical and geologic description of the ASR interval including geochemistry
Physical characteristics of water being injected including source
Discussion of injected water/aquifer water/well material compatibility
Total injected volume
Available aquifer test data
Available geophysical logs

VIII. Demonstration of
Recoverability

Analysis of the volume of injected water that will be recovered (TWC 27.154(b))
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7.2 Considerations for District Regulation and Monitoring
While TCEQ has regulatory authority of Class V ASR Injection Well authorizations in Texas, local GCDs
may regulate production from an ASR project only if the volume of water recovered is in excess of the
volume of water determined to be recoverable in the TCEQ Class V ASR Injection Well authorization.
However, HB-655 specifically provides that the amendments to Chapter 27 of the Texas Water Code do
not affect the ability of the District (and four other special purpose districts) to regulate production
(recovery) from an ASR project as authorized under Chapter 8801, Special District Local Laws Code for
the Harris-Galveston Subsidence District. So, while the TCEQ has sole authority over injection, the
District has sole authority over recovery from an ASR well. This makes the District an integral part of an
ASR project authorization. An operator could get an ASR project authorized by TCEQ and not have the
production permit from the District required to recover the stored water.

7.2.1

Regulatory Plan and District Rules

This subsection explores how ASR projects might fit within the District’s Regulatory Plan and Rules. The
District is currently operating under the 2013 Regulatory Plan (Plan) which was established to reduce
groundwater withdrawal to no more than 20% (10% in Regulatory Area 1) of total water demand. The
Plan uses disincentive fees to promote groundwater withdrawal reduction consistent with the schedule
set forth in the Plan. Disincentive fees also promote participation within a certified groundwater
reduction plan (GRP).
Water users are replacing groundwater use with alternative water supplies which are defined in
Rule 1.1(b). To date, all alternative water supplies within the District are non-groundwater, e.g., surface
water, re-use, or treated effluent. However, groundwater can be utilized if it is provided as part of an
approved GRP (District Rule 1.1(b)). Therefore, ASR used as an alternative water supply is consistent
with the District’s rules if it is within a GRP.
Many ASR wells nationwide are storing advanced treatment reclaimed wastewater, treated surface
water, and groundwater from overlying or underlying aquifers or from other locations in the same
aquifer. The water is stored in deep aquifers, often brackish, and is usually recovered from the same ASR
well. Other than a small and steadily-diminishing amount of mixing between the stored water and the
native groundwater, the recovered water usually has similar quality to the recharge water. The native
groundwater is unaffected but is laterally displaced a short distance from the ASR injection well,
typically a few hundred feet, and experiences changes in pressure during recharge and recovery. Since
the stored water is recovered through a well, it is considered to be “groundwater” under current District
rules, even though the recharged water source may be surface water.
The following are two ways in which ASR might be used within the District:
▪

▪

Some municipalities and industries that currently use surface water to meet all their needs (e.g.
many customers of GCWA) may want to use ASR to firm up interruptible run-of-river surface
water supplies during periods of severe drought.
Groundwater users may want to use ASR as an alternative to allow them to use a greater
percentage of groundwater. The following discussion will focus on this second approach.

ASR has a myriad of potential uses within the District including providing for a supply during
emergencies like hurricanes or infrastructure failures. However, from a regulatory perspective we have
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assumed that some groundwater users will seek to use ASR as an alternative water supply within a GRP
only if it allows them to increase their percent of groundwater production relative to demand. This
increase in the percentage of groundwater production allowable would be derived from the recovery of
stored water determined to be recoverable by the District from an ASR project. A realistic case could be
where a user within a GRP is going to fall short of its reduction requirement. In this case, ASR could
potentially provide a means to increase the amount of groundwater pumping allowable in a GRP
without theoretically causing more subsidence than is currently assumed in the Plan.
How does this work in the context of “subsidence neutral? The theoretical modeling of an ASR project in
this study has demonstrated that any ASR project would predict some compaction assuming there were
compressible clays in the storage aquifer. However, as we have seen in Section 6 above, pumping
(recovery) from an ASR well or wellfield is predicted to result in less compaction and potential
subsidence compared to pumping an equal volume of groundwater without a previous recharge cycle. In
the DOR case, the benefit of ASR versus traditional groundwater production is approximately 3% at the
end of a 5-year recovery period (Figure 6-6). For the summer peaking case the benefit of ASR versus
traditional pumping is greater than 30% after 20 years of operation. Interestingly, the early time benefit
of ASR for the DOR case (compared to pumping without recharge) is largest in the first year (50%) and
least at the end of recovery after 5 years (3%). The converse is true for the summer peaking case. In that
case, the maximum benefit of ASR (compared to pumping without recharge) is after many cycles of
recharge and recovery (see Figure 6-14). The percentages referred to above should only be used to
inform regulation. They are subject to change based upon the operations of a real project.
The limited ASR simulations herein show that short duration recharge and recovery cycles bring the
most benefit compared to traditional pumping without recharge. The reason the recharge cycle provides
the benefit is because the time average drawdown in the ASR aquifer is less than if recovery cycles are
long or as compared to straight pumping with no recharge. This assumes a similar recovery flow rate. As
the duration of recovery cycles increase, the average drawdown approaches the drawdown that would
occur without recharge, and the benefit of ASR correspondingly decreases.
Therefore, from a regulatory point of view, the District could consider subsidence neutral ASR as
allowing the production of more groundwater without creating additional subsidence relative to that
assumed under authorized pumping. In Regulatory Area 3, current District rules allow for earning overconversion credits for groundwater pumping reductions in excess of District requirements. The overcredit allows a user to increase authorized withdrawals that exceed the groundwater reduction
requirements without having to pay a disincentive fee. A comparable concept could be used with the
concept of ASR Credits. We specifically do not use “recharge credit” or similar terminology because it is
anticipated that the District will authorize ASR Credit production permits at volumes less than the
cumulative volume that has been recharged. That is, an ASR Credit would be a fraction of the water
stored in an ASR project that would be subject to a credit to be applied against an authorized
withdrawal permit approved in the Plan. The concept of an ASR Credit would be similar to an overconversion credit in that it expands the amount of groundwater a permit holder could pump within a
GRP. Unlike an over-conversion credit, an ASR Credit is associated with a specific project site condition
and predictions of compaction. Therefore, it is unlikely an ASR Credit could be transferred, and if so,
very far geographically.
The regulatory challenge of this proposed concept is in defining the ASR Credit fraction of the project
total storage volume. The ASR Credit for each ASR project is dependent upon that project’s unique
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operating requirements and the hydrogeology at the site. Given these contributing factors, defining a
“rule-of-thumb” ASR Credit may not be possible. Under the framework proposed, the ASR Credit is
equivalent to the subsidence neutral yield.
Permitting of ASR wells as an alternative water supply in the District will likely require case-by-case
feasibility analysis, data collection and monitoring. The District’s permitting process could also include
provisions for adjusting the ASR Credit over time as the ASR project produces actual observed data
regarding performance and subsidence to validate models and initial understanding. Because ASR
projects must be optimized based upon demands and site conditions, the assessment of those projects
also must be specific to the individual project design and operation.

7.2.2

Considerations for a District Review Process

Much of the data that would be of interest to the District in its consideration and permitting of ASR
wells is required to be submitted to the TCEQ (see Table 7-1). Therefore, it is recommended that the
District first meet with the TCEQ and develop a memorandum of understanding or some other type of
agreement to allow for the timely, sequential flow of information from the TCEQ to the District, and vice
versa. It is important for the TCEQ to make the applicant aware of the regulatory authority of the District
and who to contact at the District to understand how to apply for an ASR-related authorization.
In development of this report, we reached out to the TCEQ to see how they would handle the dual
regulatory authority between the TCEQ and the District. They stated that, if an applicant came forward
within the District boundaries, they would immediately put them in touch with the District. The TCEQ
Class V ASR Injection Well application requires notification if the project is within the District (See Table
7-1 under General Information). The TCEQ preference, based on past experience, is to have the
applicant and the GCD, or District in this case, be present at the pre-application meeting with the TCEQ.
The pre-application meeting is not mandatory.
The current regulations require that the TCEQ will notify a GCD of an ASR project proposed to be
authorized by rule within the GCD jurisdictional boundary. This may mean that if an ASR project were to
be authorized by permit, the TCEQ would use the public notice process as the means of district
notification. It is uncertain what the TCEQ believes is required for the District because the District is
specifically mentioned in HB-655. It is also contemplated by the TCEQ that an ASR applicant may submit
confidential information that could be relevant to the District. While the TCEQ discourages the submittal
of confidential information, an applicant can mark material as confidential if needed. However, it is
possible that the District could file a Public Information Request and get that information.
The remainder of this subsection will propose a possible permitting process for Class V ASR well. A Class
V ASR well could be used for recharge and recovery. The District permitting process only applies to the
recovery aspects of the well. The approach assumes a protocol for the participation and notification
activities between the District and the TCEQ. This protocol also attempts to avoid duplication of
activities or data collection that is currently performed under TCEQ authority. The proposed approach is
based upon findings in this report and should be considered a conceptual framework. This report does
not promote policy recommendations but rather is written to inform policies that the District may adopt
and use in the future.
It is recommended that the District develop a new District well classification for Class V UIC ASR well.
The District should also develop a fact sheet that the TCEQ could provide to an ASR applicant explaining
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the dual regulatory authority within the District boundaries and the District’s requirements for a
production permit associated with a Class V ASR well.
The District currently has defined criteria it can consider in the decision and issuance of a permit defined
in District Rule 5.2(d). Because there are issues unique to ASR that would be of interest to the District
and the fact that there is a paucity of field data on subsidence resulting from ASR nationwide, there are
some additional considerations proposed in these recommendations. Also, because ASR will likely be
considered by a GRP as an alternative water supply strategy designed to increase the permit holder’s
groundwater allocation under the Plan, data and analyses must be able to support the evaluation of
potential impacts, benefits and an ASR Credit. Again, in this section, we have conceptualized this
increased production volume associated with an ASR project as an ASR Credit that is subsidence neutral.
The determination of the ASR Credit is the core requirement of the recommended ASR permitting
process.
Figure 7-1 provides a flow chart of a possible permitting process for Class V ASR wells within the District.
Figure 7-1 does not address the TCEQ process. However, a TCEQ Class V ASR Injection Well authorization
is essential for moving forward on an ASR project. A project sponsor could choose to go through the
entire TCEQ Class V ASR Injection Well authorization process before starting the District permitting
process. This tact is considered quite risky on the part of the sponsor. A far better approach would be for
the sponsor to initiate the process with the TCEQ and the District near the same time. For example, the
District will require aquifer testing and detailed modeling (see below) before defining the ASR Credit for
an ASR well. Aquifer testing and detailed modeling results will be necessary elements of the TCEQ Class
V ASR Injection Well authorization. Therefore, the results of collecting necessary information for the
District will be applicable to requirements for TCEQ, and vice versa.
Prior to the pursuit of a Class V ASR Injection Well authorization, the sponsor should have an ASR
Feasibility Study addressing several fundamental elements such as an assessment and ranking of ASR
objectives; evaluation of variability and trends in water supply, water demand and water quality;
storage volume requirements and associated recharge and recovery rates; hydrogeology; geochemistry;
aquifer hydraulics and water quality; ASR well or wellfield location and selection of storage intervals;
conceptual design of facilities; preliminary cost estimate; and an evaluation of legal, regulatory,
institutional and other factors that may impact ASR viability. Because it is expected that ASR could be
part of GRPs, it may be beneficial to require an ASR feasibility study with the GRP documentation
provided to the District.
If the results from a feasibility analysis are favorable, the project sponsor would approach the District to
register a Class V ASR Injection Well. It is possible that a project sponsor wants to use existing wells. In
this case, the District should be able to identify that well as an ASR well. It would be ideal if the District
and the applicant had met with the TCEQ prior to well registration. The TCEQ has stated that they would
like to have the District at the TCEQ non-mandatory pre-application meeting. Once the registration is
reviewed by the Districts (five days), the permittee can submit a Class V ASR Well Drilling Permit. This
would include well location (not currently required at registration), engineering design drawings, and a
Drilling Test Plan consistent with the District’s rules. The agreement with the TCEQ should allow the
District the ability to review and comment on test plans or cycle test plans submitted to the TCEQ.
Once the District has reviewed the Drilling Test Plan and any data made available by the TCEQ, the Class
V ASR Well Drilling Permit may be authorized. The data collected during the drilling and testing of the
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well will be integrated by the applicant to develop a Modeling Report and a Subsidence Management
Plan. These two documents could be the only significant additional information required of the applicant
above the TCEQ requirements. The purpose and content of the Modeling Report and a Subsidence
Management Plan will be discussed in Subsection 7.3. It is possible that an applicant desires to perform
cycle testing as part of the well testing program. This District has the option of allowing a limited
amount of pumping associated with cycle testing in the well testing phase. If pumping associated with
an ASR test well is significant, the District may require the applicant include cycle testing in the
production permit.
Based upon a review of the Modeling Report and a Subsidence Management Plan the District will
consider the ASR project potential impacts, benefits and may potentially define an ASR Credit to the
project. Consistent with current production permits, it is expected that an ASR Credit will be contingent
upon an operational plan consistent with the assumptions used to define the credit. The District could
review the application and information provided and approve a well(s)’s production volume and impose
any special condition provisions such as maximum drawdown or average head at the well. This proposed
process would modify the current permitting approach with the addition of a Drilling Permit that is
separate from the permit for production.

7.3 Recommended Documentation and Analysis
The TCEQ’s Class V ASR Injection Well authorization process requires submittal of a very complete
document of well design and operations, geology, hydrogeology and geochemistry (see Table 7-1). The
recommended approach for the District to take is to become a partner to the TCEQ in review of data and
analyses submitted and only ask an applicant for needed additional information that is not required
under TCEQ rules.
Under District Rule 5.2(d) the District can consider groundwater quality in the decision for the issuance
of a production permit. As we have seen in Subsection 7.1.1 above, the TCEQ already considers potential
impacts to water quality. As a result, no additional water quality considerations are proposed for
consideration in this subsection that would require action by the District. This is not meant to say that
data collected specifically to understand potential water quality is not important to ASR. Experience has
shown that collection of cores and geochemical equilibrium modeling (as in Appendix B) is required to
prevent well plugging or poor recovered water quality that could then require post-treatment or pretreatment, or both. Because the TCEQ reviews these issues, the documentation is focused on
understanding the potential for compaction.

7.3.1

Data Collection, Analysis and Documentation

Accomplishing the regulatory goals of the District requires additional documentation and data collection
on top of the TCEQ requirements. These additional requirements will be discussed below.
7.3.1.1

Well Design and Completion Documentation

Well design and completion data, including the engineering drawings prepared by a Texas licensed
engineer or geologist, needs to be provided to the District. This is standard information defining the
well(s) and the project, much of which will be submitted to TCEQ and could also be provided to the
District. In addition to TCEQ requirements, it is recommended that the District require submittal of a
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Well Test Plan. The test plan will be reviewed to make sure that the appropriate aquifer data, water
quality information and hydraulic data are collected and available for review and use by the District.
As part of well testing, the following data should be collected by the applicant. This data and its
interpretation will be the foundation for two document submittals to the District; a Modeling Report,
and a Subsidence Management Plan.
7.3.1.2

Geologic and Geotechnical Data

The District should require that the lithology from ground surface to below the ASR recharge interval to
be estimated through either geophysical log analysis or core samples if collected. The distance below
the base of the ASR storage interval should be sufficient to establish the adequacy of lower
confinement. At a minimum the geophysical logs run and interpreted should include caliper,
temperature, resistivity, induction, spontaneous potential, and porosity. The lithology analysis should
catalog sands and clays over the entirety of the geophysical logged section. This data should be
augmented by the Driller’s Log and core data.
To accurately evaluate geochemical compatibility of recharge water with ambient groundwater requires
determination of the mineralogy of the aquifers and confining units. This data is generally collected from
core data. Cores should extend above and below the storage interval, defining the thickness and
adequacy of the overlying and underlying confining layers, in addition to the full thickness of the storage
interval(s). During preparation of the geochemical analysis included in Appendix B, it became apparent
that no publicly-available cores exist in Regulatory Area 1 that are useful for ASR purposes. Storage
aquifer and confining layer geotechnical and hydraulic properties, and water quality from deeper
storage aquifers, could only be inferred from interpretation of geophysical logs. An important early task
for any proposed ASR project would be to obtain and analyze cores, providing real data to support
aquifer hydraulic modeling and subsidence-neutral modeling. It is recommended that core data be
collected and following geotechnical data be analyzed using core data.
Clay Compressibility – The collected sidewall core data can be sent to a geotechnical laboratory to
determine sample void ratio versus load (stress). From this data, both the clay inelastic compressibility
and the preconsolidation stress can be estimated. These properties directly affect compaction. These
laboratory tests also provide estimates of porosity as a function of stress and bulk density. This data can
be used to support subsidence modeling.
Clay Vertical Hydraulic Conductivity – The collected core data can be sent to a geotechnical laboratory to
determine the vertical hydraulic conductivity of the clay interbeds. The vertical hydraulic conductivity
dictates the time it takes for a clay to de-pressure, which is the phenomenon that leads to increased
stress on the clay matrix causing compaction. This data can be used to support subsidence modeling.
Clay Mineralogy – There is limited data on the clay mineralogy of the clays in the Gulf Coast Aquifer
System. Studies performed by the USGS in California have shown that the compaction properties of
clays are different depending upon the dominant clay mineral. Montmorillonite has the highest
compressibility, and is therefore more prone to compaction, than other clay minerals. The permittee
could also perform grain-size distribution analysis on the cores collected so that they can be used to
correlate to geophysical log signatures.
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7.3.1.3

Hydraulic Data

Aquifer Test – It is recommended that the applicant perform at least a 36-hour pumping test at each
ASR well. The aquifer test plan will be included in the Well Test Plan. Water level must be measured at
the pumping well, and any available monitoring wells on a schedule consistent with the design
specifications of the test, making sure to capture adequate early-time data when water level change is
the greatest. Best practices would require that the applicant also monitor water level recovery after
pumping for a minimum period equal to the length of the pump test. The aquifer test provides an
estimate of aquifer transmissivity and storativity. From the transmissivity, an aquifer hydraulic
conductivity can be estimated. The aquifer test should also provide information regarding leakance
(measure of vertical confinement) from clays and an estimate of a leakance coefficient. Ideally, the
applicant will estimate leakance between the overlying and underlying confining layers and the ASR
interval through monitor wells. The applicant would document the test in a Modeling Report to be
submitted to the Districts as part of the production permit process.
Monitor Wells – Monitor wells can be important from a hydraulic testing perspective because they
provide a means to uniquely estimate storativity of an aquifer and to define the source of leakance in an
ASR interval. Having an accurate estimate of storativity is key for assessing an ASR project and the ASR
Credit. Storativity estimates from an aquifer test where water level is only monitored in the pumping
well cannot provide a unique estimate of storativity. Monitor well(s) also provides an observed
drawdown and buildup (water level rise during recharge) at distance. Storativity is an important
parameter, in part, controlling the time evolution of drawdown from the ASR project. It is common
practice to have monitor wells in close vicinity of ASR wells to observe water quality changes radially
away from the well and to get better aquifer properties like storativity. In some settings, existing wells
could be used to defray costs. It is proposed that a storage aquifer monitor well be required for a singlewell ASR project. The well will be used to monitor water levels away from the ASR wells and will be
central to the estimate of an ASR Credit. For ASR projects with multiple ASR wells, some of the ASR wells
can initially be utilized as monitor wells during initial hydraulic and cycle testing.
Static-Water Levels (Well-Head Pressure) – Compaction and subsidence are the result of an increase in
effective stress imposed on clays and fine-grained deposits within the aquifers. The increase in effective
stress is due to water level decline in the affected area near a production well. As discussed in Section 2,
both the initiation of compaction and the ultimate amount of compaction are functions of the
drawdown that occurs within the aquifer. To calculate drawdown requires an estimate of the initial
static water level or well head pressure measured at the well after drilling, and prior to testing and
development. This measurement should be made and reported to the District with the Modeling Report.
It is possible that the static water level may change (usually decrease) between the time of drilling and
testing. The initial static water level or well-head pressure should be measured immediately after
equilibration from drilling.
7.3.1.4

Modeling

Operators applying to the District for an ASR Well Permit would be required to perform modeling to
support the application. This is especially true given the need to determine the benefit of the ASR
project (i.e., ASR Credit). The applicant would be required to model the hydraulic response in terms of
areal extent and magnitude of drawdown associated with the ASR project. The modeling should predict
a radius of influence of the well(s), in terms of radial extent of the stored water and also radial extent of
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pressure response. The modeling would predict the water level rise and decline at any project monitor
wells over the course of the ASR project operation. This information data will be used to validate the
science supporting the ASR Credit and will be a key aspect of the Subsidence Management Plan and the
annual permitting process.
The modeling should be able to reasonably represent the heterogeneity in aquifer properties estimated
through well testing and log analysis. It is also proposed that compaction modeling be performed to
determine the potential benefit of the ASR project and to provide a basis for the District production
permit and potential ASR Credit. It is proposed that applicants use District-defined compaction
parameters unless they have site-specific data. It is proposed that the applicant use the lithologic
column of sands and clays determined by interpretation of the geophysical logs run at the well or cores
collected. The modeling should perform a sensitivity analysis over a reasonable range of operational
conditions, hydraulic and compaction properties. The applicant should identify any mapped faults within
4 miles because subsidence has been shown to be accelerated close to growth faults (Qu and others,
2015). The results of both the hydraulic modeling and the compaction modeling will be documented in
the Modeling Report.
7.3.1.5

Monitoring

During recharge periods and storage periods water levels in each storage interval will be raised
substantially, potentially exceeding historic levels in the vicinity of each ASR well or wellfield, and
exceeding land surface in deeper storage aquifers. Minor elastic rebound may occur. During ASR
recovery periods water levels will decline. As a result, ASR has the potential to exacerbate residual
compaction and ongoing subsidence in the District and monitoring of operations of an authorized ASR
project should be required. Periodic review of the monitoring data, such as through annual permit
review provides a reasonable basis for adjustments to the ASR Credit and the associated production
permit.
Permittees should be required to install and operate a bi-directional flow meter and keep accurate
records on a monthly basis of water recharged and recovered, under current District Rules 5.3, d,e. Flow
meters are also a standard TCEQ permit condition and are applicable to Class V ASR wells. Additional
monitoring considerations will be discussed below.
Continuous Water Level Measurements – Compaction and subsidence are the result of an increase in
effective stress caused by lowering the water level in an aquifer and subsequent depressurization of clay
interbeds. Therefore, water levels are critical to understanding and predicting the potential for
compaction and subsidence. It is recommended that continuous water level measurements be made at
all ASR wells and monitor wells under the control of the permittee and pertinent to the permit. A
reasonable measurement interval can be determined in discussions with the District.
Port-A-Measure Installation – In 1993, the District and the National Geodetic Survey signed a
cooperative agreement jointly to pursue improved, less expensive methods of monitoring land-surface
subsidence in the Houston area. This agreement supported an experimental study using a global
positioning system (GPS) to measure subsidence. The study involved a network of fixed location and
mobile GPS measuring setups. The fixed location setups are called Continuously Operating Reference
Stations (CORS). The first CORS were established at existing extensometer sites. Currently, there are
more than 40 CORS in the Houston area (Wang and Soler, 2014).
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The mobile GPS units are referred to as Port-A-Measure (PAM) units. The GPS measurements at the
extensometer locations are used as reference benchmarks for the measurements at the mobile GPS
locations. The first PAM units began collecting data in January 1994. The PAM network has been
continuously expanded, and the number of total stations was 80 as of 2014 (Wang and others, 2015).
The District has 50 PAM Sites reporting and the Fort Bend Subsidence District has 16 PAM Sites
reporting (https://hgsubsidence.org/subsidence-data/). There are 86 active PAM Sites including
Montgomery and Brazoria counties. The University of Houston also operates 50 PAM Sites (Wang and
others, 2015). The vertical accuracy of the PAM measured ground surface elevation is “plus or minus”
6 to 8 millimeters (Wang and others, 2015). Installation and operation of a PAM Site is very affordable as
compared to survey re-levelling or extensometers. The PAM trailers cost approximately $10,000.
It is recommended that a PAM be installed at any ASR project site or wellfield if there is not one in
proximity to the project wells.
7.3.1.6

Subsidence Management Plan

A recommended activity to be performed by the applicant is the development of a Subsidence
Management Plan. The purpose of the Subsidence Management Plan is to provide the basis for
operation of the ASR well(s) and an agreed upon plan of corrective action if excessive subsidence is
determined by the District to be resulting from the project by the District. The key elements of
Subsidence Management Plan are described below.
Estimate Drawdown and Water Rise at Project Monitor Well(s) – The plan should provide an estimate of
water level decline and rise at project monitor well(s) during operation of the ASR Project. These
predictions will be documented in the Modeling Report. These estimates will be reviewed to make sure
that predicted drawdown and water level rise are consistent with the terms of the permit and the
assumptions underlying any permitted ASR Credit.
Estimate Potential Subsidence – The plan should provide an estimate of the potential subsidence that
could occur at the ASR well(s) over the timeline of the project, based on findings in the Modeling Report
and the applicant’s plan for operation of the well(s). This estimate could be used by the District in
addition to considerations regarding subsidence measurement error and the Regulatory Plan to review
the ASR project and any permitted ASR Credit. An alternative approach is that the District establish a
subsidence rate threshold value measured at the project PAM site which would trigger review of the
ASR well permits and any granted ASR Credits. This rate increase could be based upon local subsidence
rate data currently being collected by the District in cooperation with the University of Houston.
Protocol for Subsidence Monitoring and Subsidence Reporting – This element of the plan is to identify
for the District how the PAM data will be maintained and analyzed, and the reporting methodology to
the District. If the actual local subsidence rate exceeds the subsidence anticipated at the project site
(above), the permittee should be required to notify the District in writing. This notification would trigger
permit review by the District. Such notification would also trigger implementation of the permittee’s
Subsidence Management Plan. If the permittee has evidence that indicates that its project is not causing
the observed subsidence, the permittee may submit that to the District for review and consideration.
Mitigation Program to Address Subsidence – The Subsidence Management Plan should include a
mitigation program to address actual subsidence measured above the threshold agreed upon between
the permittee and the Districts. This program could include procedures to increase recharge into the
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ASR wellfield and/or reduction of pumping from the ASR project. A policy question that could be
considered by the District is how much local subsidence, if any, would be allowed in a defined radius
(i.e., property) of the ASR project.
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Figure 7-1

Permitting work flow for a Class V ASR Well
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8.0

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This report presents an assessment of the potential for compaction and resulting subsidence associated
with the application of ASR as an alternative water supply strategy in the Chicot and Evangeline aquifers
within the Harris-Galveston Subsidence District. The study is focused on Regulatory Area 1. However,
the conclusions and recommendations from this study are broadly applicable to the entire District.
The broad objective of this study was to provide guidance to the District regarding its consideration and
potential future regulation of ASR wells and their use in the District. This report and its findings are a
first step in improving District understanding of the potential for subsidence which could occur from the
application of ASR within the District. This section will briefly summarize the key study findings and
recommendations. This section will also summarize some of the key limitations of the study.

8.1 Summary of Findings and Recommendations
This study accomplished three primary tasks to meet the objective described above: (1) review of the
relevant literature regarding ASR and MAR in subsidence-prone regions and/or regions that have
experienced historical subsidence from groundwater extraction; (2) development and implementation
of hydraulic and compaction modeling to investigate the potential for compaction associated with ASR;
and (3) provide recommendations regarding what activities and data should be collected to support
understanding, regulation, and future investigations in the application of ASR in the District. Each of
these main tasks are summarized in the following subsections with associated key finding and
recommendations.

8.1.1

Conclusions from Literature Review of ASR and MAR in Subsidence-Prone Aquifers

Land subsidence has occurred around the world from compaction of unconsolidated aquifer materials,
especially more compressible clay interbeds, in response to lowered water levels in the aquifer from
groundwater pumping and resulting increased effective stress. To limit subsidence, measures have been
taken including reduction of groundwater pumping, MAR and ASR to control groundwater level
drawdowns and to restore groundwater storage. MAR was specifically studied by the USGS (Garza,
1977) in the 1970s as a strategy for the abatement of subsidence occurring in the Johnson Space Flight
Center south of Houston.
To better understand hydrological conditions of subsidence and effects of aquifer recharge in areas
prone to land subsidence, five publicly documented case studies were selected and reviewed for their
potential relevance to this study. Our review found that well-documented case studies for MAR in
subsidence prone aquifers outnumbered ASR case studies. As a result, the review was broadened to
include MAR. MAR has been recognized as a strategy for the mitigation of subsidence since the 1960s
(Poland, 1984) and has been implemented successfully across the globe reducing rates of subsidence
and in some cases stopping subsidence. MAR is generally used in conjunction with reductions in
groundwater pumping. As a result, water levels are increasing both in response to MAR and to
decreased pumping. Therefore, their interrelated effects on subsidence in an aquifer are hard to
separate.
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The evidence shows that basins will continue to subside for many years, if not decades, after water
levels have rebounded. Such continued subsidence is most likely the result of residual compaction
caused by lingering effects of large drawdown on the aquifer system and the ongoing long-term effects
of delayed yield from thick drained aquitards. This has been termed “residual compaction” and is an
ongoing process within the District in areas where groundwater production has been reduced.
Perhaps the most significant finding from these studies is that, in aquifers that have undergone
significant regional subsidence, such as the Gulf Coast Aquifer System in the District, subsidence rates
can increase again with additional pumping even when water levels are above historical minimums. This
has been documented in several areas of California and has been observed in the District in response to
increased pumping in 2011. Therefore, maintaining water levels above historical lows may not
guarantee the cessation of subsidence. Also, periodic periods of high pumping rates can re-initiate
subsidence. These facts complicate the analysis of ASR projects, in basins that have experienced
significant regional subsidence.
There are limited publicly documented case studies of the impacts of ASR in subsidence-prone aquifers.
Key case studies for ASR were the large-scale Las Vegas ASR and MAR project case study and the
Antelope Valley, California ASR cycle test performed by the USGS. In both cases subsidence occurred in
the vicinity of the ASR projects during their operation or testing. The observed subsidence rates are very
small. However, it is uncertain how much of observed subsidence is the result of residual compaction
versus the ASR projects. In the case of Las Vegas ASR and MAR, the subsidence rates have been
significantly reduced in the basin and in some areas stopped. The data reviewed suggests that
subsidence still occurs at very low rates even with the ASR project. What is not clear is how much of that
observed subsidence is a result of residual compaction versus the response to ASR recovery. The
subsidence rates increase during recovery. ASR and MAR have successfully mitigated earth fissuring and
lowered subsidence rates in the valley and are an essential part of the Las Vegas Valley Water District’s
water portfolio.

8.1.2

Simulation of Compaction Associated with ASR

In Regulatory Area 1, the 2011 drought caused surface water scarcity and a resulting increased need for
groundwater production. The 2011 drought also raised concerns regarding the vulnerability and longterm viability of the surface water resources of the Brazos River in Regulatory Area 1. As a result,
industrial water users in Regulatory Area 1 have shown interest in ASR as a conjunctive water supply
strategy. For this study, the base case hypothetical ASR project considered was a DOR water supply
strategy for industrial water users in Regulatory Area 1 in the Texas City Industrial Complex. As the study
progressed, it was suggested that the study also consider a municipal alternative water supply strategy
based upon meeting an annual summer peak demands with ASR.
For the DOR industrial user ASR case, we performed an analysis of both water demand and surface
water availability based upon the information provided by the Gulf Coast Water Authority and through
use of the Brazos WAM, respectively. For the municipal summer peaking case the water demand and
timing of that demand for the ASR simulation was based upon general characteristics of a project being
considered by a municipality in the region. The base case DOR ASR wellfield was located in the Texas
City Industrial Complex. To investigate variability from the base case, two other project locations were
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modeled, one on Galveston Island (downdip case) and one just southeast of Loop 610 in the area that
comprises the Galena Park PRESS Site (updip site) in the far northwest edge of Regulatory Area 1.
The summer peaking municipal water user project was based upon the needs of a typical municipal
water user going through groundwater reduction in response to the District Regulatory Plan and growth
in demands as a result of projected increases in population. For this case, we also used site conditions
representative of the Texas City, downdip and updip locations used for the DOR case above. The code
that was used to simulate hydraulic response and compaction associated with ASR projects was
MODFLOW-NWT (Niswonger and others, 2011), which is one of the family of MODFLOW codes
developed by the USGS. MODFLOW-NWT supports the subsidence (SUB) package (Hoffman and others,
2003), which allows simulation of a compaction response to pressure change in the aquifer. The SUB
package can simulate time-dependent compaction which is a key process to be simulated for ASR.
The important conclusion from the ASR simulations is that ASR is predicted to result in less compaction
and potential subsidence as compared to an equal amount of groundwater pumping without a recharge
cycle. This finding has been used to address the issue of subsidence neutral ASR. In the DOR case, the
benefit of ASR versus straight pumping is approximately 3% less compaction at the end of a 5-year
recovery period (see Figure 6-6). In the case of the summer peaking case, the benefit of ASR versus
traditional groundwater pumping is greater than 30% after 20 years of operation (see Figure 6-13). The
early time benefit for the DOR case (compared to traditional pumping) is largest in the first year (50%)
and least at the end of recovery (3%). The converse is true for the summer peaking case. In that case,
the maximum benefit (compared to traditional pumping) is after many cycles of recharge and recovery.
The simulations provide evidence that an ASR project can be designed and operated to serve as a
valuable water management strategy while minimizing potential compaction. Simulations found that the
key components of an ASR project from a compaction perspective are: (1) maximizing the well spacing;
(2) decreasing the recovery rate(s); (3) increasing the time the project operator recharges water into
storage relative to the time the operator recovers water; and (4) targeting high transmissivity, low clay
content intervals as the storage formation(s).
As stated above, an ASR operator should maximize the recharge rate and duration of the recharge and
storage periods relative to the recovery rate and duration of the recovery period. The ASR simulations
performed for this study show that even short duration recharge and recovery cycles bring the most
benefit compared to traditional groundwater production. The benefit of ASR from a drawdown
perspective (and compaction) is that for a given volume of pumping, the effective drawdown (and
compaction) is less. As the duration of recovery cycles increase, the effective drawdown approaches the
drawdown that would occur without recharge, and the benefit of ASR correspondingly decreases.
While the simulations of the hypothetical projects are informative for a conceptual management
framework, the simulations do not capture the permutations of potential ASR project designs that could
be developed in the District.

8.1.3

Considerations for Regulation of ASR in the District

ASR projects are regulated under the TCEQ’s Class V UIC ASR Well Program. The TCEQ modified its rules
effective May 19, 2016 and established the process and the criteria to be considered during the permit
review. In making its determination to issue an authorization for a Class V ASR Well for ASR purposes,
the TCEQ considers: (1) whether the project complies with the SDWA; (2) the extent to which the
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cumulative volume of stored water can be successfully recovered from the formation, taking into
account that the injected water may be comingled with native groundwater; (3) the effect of the ASR
project on existing wells; and (4) whether injection of water will alter the physical, chemical or biological
quality of the native groundwater to a degree that would: (i) render the groundwater harmful or
detrimental; or (ii) require an unreasonably-higher level of treatment in order for the native
groundwater to be suitable for beneficial use. Most of these considerations are shared objectives with
the District. Much of the data collected in support of the TCEQ application process would be data that
would be relevant, and in some cases required, for the District to evaluate the potential subsidence
impact of a project and ASR Credit. Although the TCEQ regulates ASR injection wells that may be used
for both recharge and recovery, the TCEQ does not have authority to permit production wells in the
District, other than the regulatory authority applicable to public water supply wells standards. That
authority resides with the District.
The conceptual ASR-related regulatory framework described in this report for consideration by the
District is based upon the following assumptions or premises: (1) ASR projects require ASR well pumping
and therefore have the potential to cause compaction and potentially subsidence; (2) with proper
hydrogeologic data collected at a potential ASR wellfield site, ASR can be designed and operated to
minimize compaction and the potential for subsidence; (3) production (recovery) associated with an ASR
well could, under District rules be considered an alternative water supply within a GRP; and (4) the
expectation is that, although surface water users within the District may use water from an ASR wellfield
only during periods of severe drought, most groundwater users will seek to use ASR as an alternative
water supply within a GRP only if it allows them to increase their percent of groundwater production
relative to demand. The framework also seeks to use information required by the TCEQ to the degree
possible to prevent unnecessary duplication of effort.
A concept proposed in this report is ASR Credits. An ASR Credit would be a fraction of the water stored
in an ASR Project that would be subject to a credit to be added to an authorized withdrawal approved in
the Regulatory Plan. The ASR Credit is a de facto subsidence neutral yield of the ASR Project. It does not
imply that subsidence may not occur, it implies that the ASR Credit will not increase subsidence beyond
that considered in the Regulatory Plan. The concept of an ASR Credit is similar to an over-conversion
credit in that it expands the amount of groundwater one could pump within a GRP. Unlike an overconversion credit, an ASR Credit could not be transferred. The regulatory challenge is in defining the ASR
Credit fraction of the project total storage volume. The ASR Credit for an ASR project is dependent upon
that project’s unique operation and the hydrogeology at the wellfield site. Given these contributing
factors, defining a “rule-of-thumb” ASR Credit may not be possible. However, if the District wanted to
support ASR as an alternative water supply strategy in GRPs, they could set a minimum ASR Credit as a
policy that would incentivize the use of ASR so that the District could get experience in the aquifer
response and changes in rates of compaction.
Permitting of ASR wells as an alternative water supply would require analysis, data collection and
monitoring. It is recommended that the District meet with the TCEQ and develop a memorandum of
understanding or some other type of agreement to allow for the timely flow of information from the
TCEQ to the District. Although the TCEQ permitting process is entirely separate from the District’s
process, an ASR operator will have to comply with the requirements of both agencies.
It will be important for the TCEQ to make the applicant aware of the regulatory authority of the District
and who to contact at the District to understand how to apply for an ASR Production Well Permit. It is
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our understanding that the TCEQ prefers that the District attends the TCEQ pre-application meeting the
TCEQ generally recommends to applicants.
The District will require a new ASR production well classification at the District to identify the well as a
Class V ASR well. After an applicant registers the well(s), the District will require a Well Test Plan in
addition to TCEQ’s requirements. Once the applicant is authorized to drill, the District will provide the
applicant a Class V ASR Well Drilling Permit. Based upon data collected and analyzed during the drilling
and testing, the applicant will be required to provide the District two reports: (1) a Modeling Report; and
(2) a Subsidence Management Plan. Based upon a review of the Modeling Report and a Subsidence
Management Plan the District will consider the ASR project potential impacts, benefits and may define
an ASR Credit. The District could review the application and information provided and approve a
well(s)’s annual production volume and impose any special condition provisions as required to the
permit. An annual permitting process provides a process for the District to compare actual ASR
performance data against predicted values and allows modifications to production limits or the ASR
Credit if appropriate.

8.2 Limitations of the Study
This study is based upon theoretical calculations (modeling) of compaction resulting from the operation
of two conceptual ASR projects. As is the case for any predictive modeling application, there are
limitations or uncertainties in the calculations presented herein. These limitations do not undermine the
conclusions and recommendations presented in this report but should be identified to better inform the
District of the application of the analysis. The key limitations will be discussed below.
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪
▪

While the study team set out to define what constitutes “subsidence neutral” yield of a “typical”
ASR project, we have determined that theoretical modeling will always predict some
compaction in the existence of clay interbeds under the assumptions herein. What the study has
shown is that ASR provides an advantage over traditional groundwater pumping. Also, ASR
projects can be optimized to minimize compaction and potential subsidence.
All results and recommendations provided in this report are made to inform the District as they
review policy and regulation for ASR. This report is for the consideration of the District Board of
Directors and does not set policy. It should be noted that Texas statute requires that all ASR
wells associated with a project must be located within one parcel of land, or within adjacent
parcels under common ownership, lease, joint operating agreement or contract.
The theoretical modeling has shown that pumping associated with an ASR project offers
benefits over pumping without recharge. This is the concept behind the proposed ASR Credit
discussed in Section 7.
The conceptual regulatory approach provided in Section 7 is based upon the premise that to
fully understand the potential impacts of ASR requires implementation of a few full-scale ASR
projects. The required data collection and monitoring will inform future analyses of ASR and
compaction.
The conceptual regulatory approach presented for consideration is considered conservative and
flexible.
The modeling performed in this study is not exhaustive. It provides a good basis for informing
the District regarding the potential for compaction from ASR projects. We have discussed the
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▪

▪

▪

▪

many factors that control the compaction potential of an ASR project, but we have not modeled
all permutations. For this reason, the regulatory framework recommends interpretation and
decision-making based upon the specific attributes of each project.
The literature documents that in large basins that have undergone regional subsidence,
subsidence rates can increase significantly with water level declines, even when water levels are
above historical lows. This is in part the result of historical transience in effective stress in the
clay beds. This study does not account for the historical change in effective stress that has
occurred and continues to occur across the District and could have an impact on future
subsidence associated with an ASR project depending on the ASR project location. The modeling
in this study assumes that we cannot accurately determine the current effective stress within
clay interbeds at a specific location within the aquifer. As a result, we have assumed that any
amount of drawdown represents an increase in effective stress above preconsolidation stress.
This is a conservative, though realistic assumption. We recommend that the District continues
studying the relationship of drawdown and subsidence rates across the District to continue to
refine an understanding of patterns in how specific aquifers have responded and respond to
pumping. This information is germane to the consideration of ASR in the District.
This study only analyzes isolated ASR projects where recharge occurs locally and over a period
similar in duration to the recovery cycle. Regional ASR or MAR could be considered in the
District and could result in further increase in regional heads which would be a benefit to the
region and continue to mitigate subsidence. This study has not contemplated large scale MAR or
ASR projects which are operated with significantly greater recharge volumes than recovery
volumes.
In model simulations, each ASR project modeled was optimized to minimize compaction.
Because of assumptions regarding the reduction of aquifer transmissivity with depth, associated
drawdown for a given flow rate was greater the deeper the interval was located. Compaction
properties of clays are conceptualized to decrease with depth (Section 2). As a result, from a
hypothetical perspective, a deeper interval could be better or worse than a shallow interval
depending upon several factors. From a practical perspective, if aquifer tests indicate that a
comparable transmissivity can be accessed at a deeper depth, this would be more favorable
from a compaction and subsidence perspective.
The simulations performed herein predict compaction at depth in the aquifers. The study has
not quantified how the compaction at depth may result in subsidence at land surface. Literature
confirms that the amount of subsidence resulting from subsurface compaction in basins that
have not undergone regional subsidence depends mainly on the ratio between depth of burial
and the lateral extent of the aquifer radius being de-pressured and compacted (Geertsma,
1973). It is recommended that there be future analysis of the quantification of the relationship
between subsidence and compaction based upon depth of burial and area of depressurization in
the District.

The compaction modeling (using MODFLOW-SUB) in this report is based upon a conceptual model of
how clay properties controlling compaction vary with depth of burial. The conceptual model is based
upon available data and numerical models (HAGM and PRESS) used by the District for the regulatory
plan. There is inherent uncertainty in these properties.
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APPENDIX A:
Harris-Galveston Subsidence District: Evaluation of ASR in the Gulf Coast
Aquifer, Technical Memorandum.
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APPENDIX B:
A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE POTENTIAL GEOCHEMICAL
CONSIDERATIONS OF ASR IN REGULATORY AREA 1, TECHNICAL
MEMORANDUM.
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